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ABSTRACT

DNA can be damaged by several kinds of endogenous and exogenous reactive
nitrogen species. Under nitosative stress, uracil (U), hypoxanthine (I), xanthine (X) and
oxanine (O) are four major deaminated DNA bases derived from cytosine (C), adenine (A)
and guanine (G) respectively. To repair this type of DNA damage, several different repair
pathways are involved.
My dissertation work mainly focused on the uracil-DNA glycosylase (UDG)
superfamily, which includes several groups of enzymes that recognize the damaged DNA
bases and initiate the base excision repair (BER) pathway, one of the most important repair
pathways to deal with deaminated DNA bases. Chapter 1 is a general introduction of
different kinds of DNA damage and their corresponding repair pathways. Chapter 2
presents a detailed functional and structural analysis of family 5 UDGb from Thermus
thermophilus HB8 in order to understand the specificity and catalytic mechanism of family
5 UDGb. Chapter 3 describes the biochemical properties and catalytic mechanism of family
4 UDGa from Thermus thermophilus HB8. A special double mutant has been identified
with increased enzyme activity compared to single mutants. Chapter 4 is about a potential
new group of enzymes within the UDG superfamily. Members from this new group of
enzymes showed robust xanthine DNA glycosylase activities with unique catalytic
mechanism and protein sequences. In summary, these functional and structural analyses
provide new insights into substrate specificity and catalytic mechanism of UDG
superfamily.
ii
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CHAPTER ONE

DEAMINATION OF DNA BASES AND URACIL-DNA GLYCOSYLASE

I.

Introduction
Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) is a molecule that carries the majority of genetic

information in all known living organisms. Coupled with proteins and RNA, DNA plays
an important role in the central dogma. Although it is protected by many kinds of proteins
and reducing environment in the cells, DNA is easily to be damaged. The changes in the
genetic information might cause many problems and diseases in all known forms of life,
such as cancer and Alzheimer's disease (13-16). To date, various sources of DNA mutagens
and damage have been identified, deamination of DNA bases has been shown to be a very
important type of DNA mutation, and uracil-DNA glycosylase has been suggested to be
one of the major repair enzymes responsible for this kind of DNA damage (3,17). In this
chapter, an overview of DNA damage and DNA repair pathways will be provided followed
by specific introduction on the deamination of DNA bases, uracil-DNA glycosylase
superfamily and base excision repair pathway.
II.

DNA damages
A. Oxidative damage
The major sources of oxidative damage come from reactive oxygen species (ROS),

a type of reactive molecule contains oxygen. In human, ROS is believed to be involved in
the development of several diseases, such as cancer (18), Parkinson’s disease and
1

Figure 1.1 Mutation caused by depurination. After DNA bases undergo depurination,
it leaves apurinic site. During replication, the apurinic site cannot provide a template for newly
synthesized DNA strand. A nucleotide will be randomly incorporated into DNA and in most
cases as adenine. This process will generate a mutation. Reproduced from (7) with permission.

Alzheimer’s disease (19,20), although in some other cases, it can serve as a cell signaling
factor and involve in the host defense towards pathogens. Hydrogen peroxide (H2O2),
superoxide and hydroxyl radical are main contributors to DNA oxidative damage in cells
caused by ROS (19,21). They can be produced during regular cell metabolism. For example,
H2O2 is converted from superoxide that comes from the mitochondria (22). Since ROS is
highly reactive agent, it can cause several kinds of DNA base damage in cells including 8hydroxyguanine

(8-oxoG),

8-hydroxydeoxyguanosine

(8-oxodG)

and

5-

hydroxymethyluracil (23,24). The frequencies of mutations generated by oxidative stress
could be as high as 10000 per day per cell in human (25). Besides the high rates of
generations, both 8-oxoG and 8-oxodG are highly mutagenic (26), in which these noncanonical bases have the same tendency to pair with both adenine and cytosine (27,28). If
these damaged bases are not being repaired, mutations will accumulate in the genome.
B. Depurination of DNA bases
Depurination of DNA is a process that the β-N-glycosidic bond of deoxyadenosine
or deoxyguanosine is hydrolytically cleaved, generating an apurinic site (29). Since purine
2

is a good leaving group in terms of its N9 position, its hydrolytic rate is much higher
compared to depyrimidination, although they share similar mechanism. According to
previous studies, about 2000-10000 purines are lost in this way every day in a human cell
(30). This estimation is confirmed later by other researchers (31). During replication, loss
of DNA bases in one DNA strand will cause DNA polymerase randomly incorporate one
nucleotide into that position, and in most cases, it is A instead of G, suggesting a transition
mutation is generated (7) (Figure 1.1). It has been suggested that depurination might play
an important role in the initial development of neoplasm (32).
C. UV light
Ultraviolet (UV) light has a wavelength shorter than that of visible light but longer
than X-rays. A subtype of UV light, Ultraviolet B (UVB) is very important for human
health. Exposure of UVB could induce the production of vitamin D, a well-known vitamin
involved in several metabolism and immunity processes (33). However, too much UVB
exposure might cause direct DNA damage (34). The resulting pyrimidine dimer (thymine
or cytosine dimers) could be removed by nucleotide excision repair pathway, but
unrepaired dimer is mutagenic (35).
D. Deamination of DNA bases and nitrosative stress
Nitrosative stress is usually coupled with oxidative stress, and the main component
is reactive nitrogen species (RNS). RNS usually works together with ROS to fulfill its
functions in terms of anti-bacteria. They are derived from nitric oxide and superoxide by
inducible nitric oxide synthase 2 (NOS2 or iNOS) and NADPH oxidase in human cells
(36). The gene of iNOS is primarily expressed in macrophages, and its expression and
3

production of nitric oxide is inducible by cytokines and microbial products, in most cases,
by interferon-gamma and lipopolysaccharide (LPS) respectively (37). Nitric oxide is not
only an important part of immune response towards pathogens, it can also serve as a cell
to cell signal molecule (38). The nitric oxide produced by eNOS (endothelial nitric oxide
synthase) in endothelial cells, can activate guanylate cyclase in smooth muscle cells near
to the endothelial cells, and will cause vasodilation of the blood muscle (39). It has been
suggested about 1 mM NO is produced per body per day in humans, indicating NO is an
important secondary massager molecule (40). However, long-term exposure to nitric oxide
and nitrous acid (HNO2) (generated by nitric oxide when it react with oxygen and water)
will cause severe problems to the cells, especially, in the long term inflammation in which
the amount of nitric oxide will increase by about 10- to 100-fold (41). The stress coming
from RNS/ROS might cause DNA mutations and alterations in microenvironment. Studies
have indicated that an inflammatory environment and nitric oxide might promote
proliferation, survival and metastasis of tumor cells (42,43). In addition, dinitrogen trioxide
(N2O3), the anhydride derived from nitrous acid (HNO2), is highly reactive to DNA bases
including cytosine, adenine and guanine (44), and the deamination of DNA bases is the
primary DNA damage caused by RNS stress.
Uracil, hypoxanthine, xanthine and oxanine are corresponding deaminated products
from cytosine, adenine and guanine (Figure1.2) (45). The amino group to keto group
conversion will completely change the hydrogen bond properties of DNA bases, and these
alterations in base pair preference will result in mutations in the genome. For example, the
product from deamination of cytosine is uracil, which usually pair with adenine in RNA or
DNA. Although different organisms use different ways to prevent uracil to incorporate into
4

DNA, the uracil generated from deamination of cytosine cannot be simply removed by
depletion of dUTP from nucleotide pool (46). The resulting G:C to A:T transition might
cause serious problem if it happened in a protein coding region (47,48). Deamination of
adenine serves in a similar way as deamination of uracil. The resulting deamination product
hypoxanthine has the potential to pair with all four regular bases, although it prefers to pair
with cytosine (49,50), suggesting hypoxanthine is also highly mutagenic in DNA. Different
from cytosine and adenine, there are two major products from deamination of guanine,
which are xanthine and oxanine (40,51). Both of them are proved to be mutagenic if
unrepaired. Studies have shown that large replacement of guanine to xanthine and oxanine
in DNA will cause the helix instability in double-strand DNA (52). In addition, xanthine
and oxanine prefer to pair with T and C during DNA replication, suggesting these two
kinds of DNA bases might cause G:C to A:T transition (53,54). It is known that under
exposure of reactive nitrous species, such as nitric oxide, large amount of xanthine can be
detected in human cells (55). Defects in the nucleotide metabolic pathway will also result
in the accumulation of them in the genome (56).
E. Other kinds of DNA damage (alkylation and DNA double-strand breaks)

Figure 1.2 Schematic representation of DNA deamination of cytosine, adenine
and guanine to uracil, hypoxanthine and xanthine/oxanine, respectively (9).
5

There are many other kinds of DNA damage, such as alkylation and DNA doublestrand breaks which will also affect the integrity of the genome. Alkylation is a process
including transferring an alkyl group from one molecular to another, in terms of DNA, this
usually causes the formation of 7-methyguanine, 1-methyadenine and 6-O-Methylguanine.
Since all these mutated bases are highly mutagenic, these chemicals are used to treat several
different kinds of cancers. Although some of the alkylating agents are carcinogenic towards
normal human cells, the drugs are more toxic to cancer cells during cell division (57).
Another popular type of DNA damage is double-strand breaks (DSBs) which might
cause genome rearrangement, one of the most deleterious DNA damage (6). DSBs could
be induced by several reasons (Figure 1.3). Firstly, exogenous insults from ionizing
radiation (IR) or certain chemicals could cause severe DSBs (58). Coupled with other types
of DNA damage introduced by ionizing radiation, low-level of radiation is enough to
generate deadly DNA damage that will cause neoplasm and aging (59). On the other hand,
DSBs can be also caused by free radicals that generated by regular metabolic pathways,

Figure 1.3 Origin of double-stranded breaks. Ionizing radiation and some certain
chemicals are the major exogenous causes of double-stranded breaks. On the other hand, other
endogenous sources such as free radicals and single-stranded breaks in DNA can also induce
double-stranded breaks. Last but not least, double-stranded breaks is a natural process during
meiosis. Picture is reproduced from (6) with permission.
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although this type of DSBs has relative low complexity to the one caused by ionizing
radiation. In addition, single-stranded break is likely to be converted to DSB during DNA
replication (60,61). Last but not least, DSBs exist as normal intermediates during
recombination in meiosis (62). Detailed repair pathways towards DSBs will be mentioned
later in this chapter.
III.

Enzymes and repair pathways for damaged DNA bases
A. DNA repair strategies
Damaged DNA will cause change and loss of information stored in the genome,

and if the corruptions located in the essential part of the genome, cell may face serious
problems such as apoptosis or transformation to cancer cells. Depending on the types of
DNA damage, different repair strategies have been evolved (Figure 1.4) (11). Usually, cells
would use unmodified complementary DNA strand or a DNA strand from a sister
chromatid as a template to restore the original information. However, under some
circumstances, the lack of a backup storage DNA strand will force cells to choose an errorprone replication mechanism known as translesion synthesis which can solve the problem
temporarily but might cause more in the long term.
B. Direct reversal repair
One of the DNA repair strategies is called direct reversal. To date, three kinds of
DNA base damage can be removed by direct chemical reversion. Most importantly, direct
reversal repair does not need a template DNA: the enzymes will convert the modified DNA
base directly back to the original base, so this mechanism does not involve the step of
breakage of DNA backbone. The first type of DNA damage which can be repaired by direct
7

reversal pathway is O6-methylguanine, the most common O-alkyl lesion in DNA bases
which prefers to pair with thymine in replication (63). The enzyme responsible to repair
this lesion is called O6-methylguanine DNA methyltransferase (known as MGMT in
humans). MGMT uses its Cys-145 as a receptor to the alkyl group to repair O6methylguanine. Since the transfer is irreversible, after repair of the mutation base, the
enzyme will be ubiquitinated and degraded by proteasome (64,65). N1-methyladenine and
N3-methylcytosine are the other types of damaged DNA bases that can be directly reverted.
AlkB, a well-known oxidative demethylase, discovered in 1983 in E. coli, is responsible
for repairing the N-alkyl DNA bases (66). The enzyme removes the methyl group from
DNA base and releases a formaldehyde by using Fe2+ and α-ketoglutarate as co-factors
(67). Different from MGMT, AlkB is not a suicide enzyme, and its homologs in human
cells such as hABH2 and hABH3 maintained similar enzymatic activities, suggesting this

Figure 1.4 DNA damage and their corresponding repair pathways. Six major
types of DNA damages are listed on the top of the picture. And their corresponding repair
pathways are listed at the bottom of the figure. Ionizing radiation, oxygen radicals, alkylating
agents and spontaneous mutations are likely to be repaired by BER pathway. The bulky adduct
caused by Ultra-violet light and DNA crosslinkers will be fixed by NER pathway. If the damage
is coming from replication, it would be repaired by MMR pathway. And double-stranded breaks
result from ionizing radiation usually are mended by homologous recombination. However, in
some circumstances, DNA damage is too severe to be repaired. In these cases, translesion
synthesis of DNA will be initiated although it is an error-prone process. Picture is reproduced
from (11) with permission.
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group of enzymes might play an important role as a demethylase against alkylating agents
(68-70). The third type of DNA damage can be directly reversed by repair enzyme is
pyrimidine dimer caused by UV light (71). This dangerous DNA damage could jeopardize
the genome integrity by blocking the replication and transcription. Photolyase is the
enzyme that can separate the dimer and restore the genome information (71). The enzyme
can recognize the lesion and repair it in a light-dependent manner (72). However, some
species such as humans, do not have its homologs. Since the lack of photoreactivation
repair enzyme, these species may only depend on the nucleotide excision repair pathway
(NER) (73), which will be discussed in later paragraphs.
C. Single-strand damage repair
In most of DNA base damage, only one DNA strand will have mutated bases, and
the other strand can serve as the template to restore the genome information. In order to
remove the damaged bases, the damaged DNA strand will be cleaved by different excision
repair enzymes, and the complementary DNA strand will be used as a template to guide
DNA polymerase to put the original base back. There are several well-known repair
pathways, such as base excision repair pathway (BER), nucleotide excision repair pathway
(NER), and mismatch repair pathway (MMR) (Figure 1.4) (11).
As it sounds, base excision repair (BER) pathway is a repair pathway that will
directly remove the mutated bases from the DNA and generate apurinic/apyrimidic (AP)
sites (Figure 1.5). The modified bases will first be recognized by a group of enzymes-DNA
glycosylases. Each class of DNA glycosylases is able to recognize a set of specific
modified DNA bases. For example, enzymes in family 1 uracil DNA glycosylase are able
9

to specifically cleave uracil from DNA (17). There are two types of DNA glycosylase,
monofunctional glycosylase and bifunctional glycosylase. Uracil-DNA glycosylases are
usually monofunctional enzymes which means the enzyme will only function as a
glycosylase to break N-glycosidic bond, while a bifunctional enzyme can work as both
glycoylase and AP lyase. A classic example of bifunctional glycosylase is OGG1 (74),
which is the primary enzyme to remove 8-oxoguanine, an important mutation base
generated by reactive oxygen species (75,76). After the specific modified bases are
removed by DNA glycosylase, the generated AP sites will be recognized by enzymes with
AP endonuclease activity (Figure 1.5). To date, four classes of AP endonuclease have been
found according to their sites of cleavage (77). Class I and class II AP endonucleases would
leave a 3´-OH and a 5´-phosphate end, while class III and class IV enzymes would like to
produce a 3´-phosphate and a 5´-OH termini. Human AP endonuclease (APE1) belongs to

Figure 1.5 Base excision
repair (BER) pathway. The
specific modified bases are first
recognized and removed by DNA
glycosylase to generate an AP site.
Afterwards, AP site will be
processed by AP endonuclease. In
the end, DNA polymerase and DNA
ligase will incorporate the correct
DNA base into the position and fill
the gap (4,5). Figure is reproduced
from (5) with permission.
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class II AP endonuclease, and it needs an Mg2+ as a cofactor (78). Since the removal of AP
sites is an essential step for BER pathway, and AP sites are highly mutagenic and toxic to
cells, drugs have been designed to target APE1 to reduce the chance of chemotherapy
resistance of cancer cells (79). The last step of BER pathway is accomplished by DNA
polymerase and DNA ligase, a correct DNA base is incorporated into the DNA strand by
these enzymes (Figure 1.5).
The second repair pathway involved in single-strand DNA break is called mismatch
repair pathway (MMR). Different with BER pathway, by which damaged bases are
removed as free DNA bases, mutation bases are released as mononucleotides by MMR
pathway (80,81). The main feature of this repair pathway is that it is coupled with DNA
replication and DNA damage. It could initiate a strand specific repair by recognizing the
incorrect genomic information such as insertion, deletion or mismatch DNA base in the
daughter strand during DNA synthesis (82,83). In E. coli, the strand specific signal is

Figure 1.6 Mismatch repair
pathway. Lesion is recognized by
MUTSα and MUTSβ heterodimers,
and then more components join this
pathway to repair the DNA damage.
Picture is reproduced from (5) with
permission.
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provided by the methylation status of DNA strand. Since the newly synthesized DNA
strand is not labeled by methylation, it can be differed from template strand. However, the
mechanism of specific strand recognition in eukaryotes is not clear yet (84). It has been
suggested that the transient existence of nicks in the daughter strand could serve as a mark
to be recognized by MMR pathway. In E. coli, a protein complex containing MutS and
MutL homodimers are responsible for lesion recognition (85). In contrast, MutS homologs
in eukaryotes are replaced by MSH2, MSH3 and MSH6. They form two heterodimers to
initiate the MMR pathway (MSH2-MSH6 and MSH2-MSH3, named as MUTSα and
MUTSβ respectively) (86). Both complexes possess a walker ATP-binding motif
suggesting that the activities of these enzymes are ATP dependent (87). The mechanism
subsequent to the lesion recognition in mammalian cells is not clear, however, it is known
that several other proteins are involved in this repair pathway, such as MLH1, PMS2 and
MLH3 (Figure 1.6) (5,88). Defects in this pathway, coupled with defects in nucleotide
excision repair pathway (NER), are inclined to cancer, especially colon cancer (89), but
also uterine, ovarian and gastric cancer (80).
Nucleotide excision repair (NER) pathway is another important DNA repair
pathway to prevent mutations and diseases, by which damaged DNA bases are removed
within an oligonucleotide fragment, not a free base as BER pathway or single nucleotide
as MMR pathway (90-92). One important role of this repair pathway is to remove the
damaged pyrimidine dimers caused by UV radiation (93,94). As mentioned before, since
some species lack photolyase to directly reverse the pyrimidine dimers to their original
forms, repair of this type of DNA damage exclusively depends on the NER pathway in
these organisms (73). Other specific targets of NER pathway include cyclobutane
12

pyrimidine dimers (CPDs), and pyrimidine-(6,4)-pyrimidone products (6-4PPs), helixdistorting bulky adducts and intrastrand cross-links caused by chemicals or alkylating
agents (95). Two different subpathways have been proposed in NER pathway due to their
different ways in searching the DNA lesion. Global genome NER (GG-NER) focuses on
scanning the DNA damage through whole genome. On the other hand, transcriptioncoupled NER (TC-NER) is specialized in recognizing DNA damage during RNA
transcription (96) (Figure 1.7). To fulfill the DNA damage surveillance, GG-NER adopts
a specific protein complex named as XPC-hRad23B with centrin2 (97-100). Although XPC

Figure 1.7 Global genome NER (GG-NER) and transcription-coupled NER
(TC-NER). Two different subpathways have been proposed in NER pathway due to

their different performance in searching the DNA lesion. GG-NER adopts a specific
protein complex named as XPC-hRad23B. On the other hand, TC-NER pathway is
believed to possess a large repair protein complex recruited by the arrested transcription
complex (10). Picture is reproduced from (5) with permission.
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is capable to recognize DNA damage independently in vitro, the efficiency is significantly
improved by existence of hRad23 protein (101). Centrin2 has been proved to aid the
stabilization of the interaction between XPC and hRad23 proteins, suggesting that the
formation of this protein complex is very important for the GG-NER pathway (102).
Afterwards, XPA and RPA are believed to bind to the DNA (5), and transcription factor II
human (TFIIH) complex is suggested to unwind the DNA by two DNA helicases (XPB
and XPD) within this super complex (103,104). The protein complex to cleave the DNA
comprises of three proteins, including two endonucleases (80,89,103). The endonuclease
XPG cuts at 3’ end of damaged bases, whereas the endonuclease activity of the ERCC1–
XPF heterodimers would cleave at 5’ end of damaged bases. The released nucleotide
fragment is about 30 nucleotides, however, the distance between the damaged bases to the
incision site usually varies between different damaged bases (90,91,105-107). It has been
proposed that the step of incision is followed by repair synthesis of DNA right away, since
the formation of large single-strand gaps might become the target of nucleases which will
cause the degradation of the genome. In the transcription-coupled NER (TC-NER) pathway,
it is believed that the arrested transcription by RNA polymerase II results in the recruitment
of a large repair protein complex (10). Although the exact components of this protein
complex are not clear yet, two proteins, CSA and CSB are believed to be very important
in lesion recognition, since inactivation of these two proteins would cause Cockayne
syndrome (108). Several other proteins, such as MSH, BRCA1 and BRCA2, are also found
to play important roles in TC-NER pathway. The subsequent biochemical events of TCNER are similar with the GG-NER pathway, the only difference for these two subpathways
is in the damage recognition step (Figure 1.7). Deficiency in NER pathway might cause
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severe problems. Several human genetic disorders such as UV sensitivity syndrome
(UVSS),

xeroderma

pigmentosum

(XP),

Cockayne’s

syndrome

(CS),

and

trichothiodystrophy (TTD) have been linked to the deficiency of the NER pathway
(64,109,110).
The other single-strand damage repair pathway is the endonuclease V initiated
repair pathway (8) (Figure 1.8). Endonuclease V is the 5th endonuclease discovered in E.
coli in 1977 (111). Endonuclease V from different species are able to target several
deaminated DNA bases including uracil, hypoxanthine, xanthine and oxanine, suggesting
the importance of these enzymes in anti-deamination of DNA bases (112-115). As the first
enzyme in this repair pathway, endonuclease V is able to nick at the 3’ end of the lesion.
However, different from the other single-stranded repair pathway mentioned above, the

Figure 1.8 Proposed endonuclease Vinitiated repair pathway. I is hypoxanthine,
and endonuclease V is marked as yellow oval.
Endonuclease V is the first enzyme initiating the
pathway, although the downstream pathway is not
clear yet. Picture is reproduced from (8) with
permission.
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damaged base is not removed (116,117). It has been proposed that a 3’ exonuclease or an
endonuclease is needed to remove the mutation. In one hypothesis, E. coli DNA
polymerase I is proposed to remove hypoxanthine from the lesion due to its 3’ exonuclease
activity (118). In another hypothesis, endonuclease V itself possesses lesion specific 3’exonuclease activity and non-specific 5’-exonuclease in the presence of Mn2+ (119). This
finding suggests that the enzyme is able to remove the mutation base and enlarge the gap
by its endonuclease activity, making it more easily to be recognized by DNA polymerase
and DNA ligase. Surprisingly, human endonuclease V is identified as RNA endonuclease
instead of DNA endonuclease recently (120,121). The homolog from human is able to
remove hypoxanthine from RNA in a more efficient way compared to DNA. In additions,
the cellular localization of human endonuclease is in cytoplasm rather than nuclei, and the
enzyme is capable to recognize the deaminated RNA generated by ADAR2 enzyme,
supporting the hypothesis that human endonuclease V might have evolved to play an
important role in RNA metabolism in human cells.
D. Double strand break repair
To prevent genome rearrangement, double strand break (DSB) is a type of DNA
damage need to be identified and repaired right away. Besides the rearrangement of the
genome, single unrepaired DSB could also result in another type of deleterious DNA
damage, aneuploidy (11,58). To date, two existing pathways have been indicated to repair
this lethal damage: homologous recombination (HR) and non-homologous end joining
(NHEJ) (6,122).
Homologous recombination (HR) fixes DSBs using a sister chromatid as a template,
which is a high-fidelity DSB repair mechanism (122). The pathway is initiated by the
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generation of a single-stranded DNA which is coated by single-strand DNA-binding
protein and replication protein A (RPA). This protein-DNA filament will further recruit
Rad52 which serves as the binding target of Rad 51 (123,124). Rad51 is responsible for
mediating the essential step in HR, searching the homologous double-strand DNA and
initiating the strand invasion (125) (Figure 1.9). The DNA structure formed during the
invasion of template strand is named as holiday junction (126,127). The following
biochemical events include DNA synthesis using sister chromatid strand as a template and
resolution of the heteroduplex (Figure 1.9) (12).
In contrast to HR, non-homologous end joining (NHEJ) adopts little or no
homologous sequence (6). Proteins involved in this pathway include a heterodimer
KU80/70, a DNA-dependent protein kinase-DNA-PKcs, a complex of XRCC4 (X-rayrepair-cross-complementing defective repair in Chinese hamster mutant 4) and DNA ligase

Figure 1.9 DSB repaired by
homologous recombination. The end
of DNA strand is digested to singlestranded DNA first. Afterwards, the
ssDNA is coated and nucleoprotein
filament is formed. Next, ssDNA pair with
its homologous double stranded DNA in
sister chromatid and strand exchange take
place. The two end of ssDNA could serve
as the primers for DNA synthesis. In the
end, holiday junction are resolved and the
two double strand DNA are separated.
Picture is reproduced from (12) with
permission.
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IV and some other factors, such as Rad50, NBS1 and MRE11, although their functions are
not clear yet. The DSB is first identified by KU80/70 heterodimer, which has very high
affinity to free DNA ends (128). The formation of DNA-protein complex will recruit the
DNA-PKcs to the damage site (129). The target of this protein kinase is not clear yet, but
it might include p53 and itself. Afterwards, the XRCC4 and DNA ligase IV will accomplish
the ligation step and seal the gap. Since NHEJ is not a template-based repair pathway, it
might induce mutations to the genome.
Different DSB repair pathways play different roles in different cellular processes.
For example, HR is believed to be more important during DNA replication, probably
because the stalling replication fork is highly linked to DSBs which are the primary target
for HR pathway during the cell cycle (130,131). Deficiency in HR pathway does not
significantly affect the DNA damage response to ionizing radiation, but highly sensitive to
DNA-crosslinking agent that blocks DNA replication (132). On the other hand, NHEJ is
likely to deal with DSBs caused by ionizing radiation (58).
III.

Uracil-DNA glycosylase superfamily
A. Introduction of uracil-DNA glycosylase (UDG)
Uracil-DNA glycosylase is the first enzyme in the BER pathway to recognize

deaminated DNA bases (133). All the members in UDG superfamily are monofunctional
enzymes, suggesting that they can only remove the DNA base and generate an AP site, but
do not have endonuclease activity. To date, six families of enzymes have been found in
UDG superfamily (134) (Figure 1.10). Most of them are able to remove uracil from DNA
except family 6 HDG which is an exclusive hypoxanthine DNA glycosylase (HDG).
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Although low similarities are found in their amino acid sequence, they share some highly
conserved motif 1 and motif 2 (Figure 1.10) (48,134).
B. Family 1 UNG
Family 1 UDG, also called UNG, is the first UDG discovered in E. coli (17). The
enzymes in family 1 UNG are specific for removing uracil. The enzymes can efficiently
remove uracil from double-stranded and single-stranded DNA, and are the most efficient
UDG towards uracil in the UDG superfamily (48). Besides keeping genome integrity by
removing uracil from DNA caused by cytosine deamination, mammalian UNGs play an
important role in maintaining the varieties of immunoglobulin molecules (Figure 1.11) (2).
In this case, cytosine in DNA will be first deaminated to uracil by activation-induced
(cytosine) deaminase (AID). And if uracil is left unrepaired, hypermutation (transitions
only) will be induced. In contrast, family 1 UNG is able to remove uracil from DNA,
generating an AP site which could induce both transition and transversion mutation by

Figure 1.10 Sequence alignment of UDG superfamily. The alignment was based on
BLAST and CLUSTALW analysis and constructed manually. Family 1 (UDG): Eco, E. coli,
NP_289138. Family 2 (MUG/TDG): Eco, E. coli, P0A9H1. Family 3 (SMUG1): Gme, G.
metallireducens GS-15,YP_383069. Family 4 (UDGa): Tth, T. thermophilus HB27,
YP_004341.1. Family 5 (UDGb): Tth, T. thermophilus HB8, YP_144415.1. Family 6 (HDG):
Mba, Methanosarcina barkeri str. Fusaro, YP_304295.1.
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DNA replication. However, if family 1 UNG is inhibited by its specific inhibitor UGI, the
varieties of immunoglobulin molecules will be decreased.

Figure 1.11 Proposed
functions of UNG in
hypermutation.
When
uracil-DNA glycosylase is
not inhibited by Ugi, there is
no bias on hypermutation
induced by AID. However, if
uracil-DNA glycosylase is
inhibited by Ugi, only
transitions will be induced.
Picture is reproduced from
(2) with permission.

UNG enzymes from human, E. coli, and herpes simplex virus type I are well studied
by different methods such as mutagenesis, kinetic analysis, NMR analysis, transition state
(TS) analysis and structural analysis (135-148). Multiple crystal structures with uracil or
different uracil analogs have been solved (149). TS analysis demonstrated that E coli UNG
might remove uracil through DN*AN mechanism, by which a uracil departure (DN)
followed by water nucleophilic attack (AN). Several highly conserved amino acids within
the active site have proved to be essential for catalysis (137-139). H187, a highly conserved
amino acid in motif 2, is shown to be the most important amino acid during activation of
leaving group. Its interaction with O2 of the imidate tautomer of uracil without transferring
a proton, is able to lower the pKa of N1 of uracil from 9.8 to 6.4, significantly stabilizing
uracil leaving as anion group. Phe158 in human UNG, another highly conserved amino
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acid in motif 1 of family 1 UNG, is also shown to be necessary for this step. It can form a
parallel stack with uracil substrate, and the notion here is the face-to-face staking provide
an environment, which favors the hydrogen bond between O2 of the uracil and histidine in
motif 2 (150). Besides of Phe in motif 1 and His in motif 2 of family 1 UNG, Asp64 in E.
coli UNG is also conserved throughout family 1 UNG. It has been suggested that Asp64
promotes the catalysis by 8000-fold (137). One explanation for this is that Asp64 might be
responsible for initiating the water attack, the other explanation is the backbone carbonyl
of Asp64 is in contact with the uracil ring, together with Phe on the opposite side of uracil,
providing the face-to-face stacking to promote the hydrogen bond between histidine and
O2 of the uracil (151).
C. Family 2 TDG/MUG
Family 2 UDG is called thymine-DNA glycosylase (TDG) or mismatch-specific
uracil DNA glycosylase, since the enzyme was first found as a glycosylase to repair G/T
and G/U mismatch (152,153). Different from family 1 UNG, family 2 TDG/MUG lacks
the key amino acids equivalent to aspartic acid in motif 1 and histidine in motif 2. The
corresponding residues are Asn18 and Asn140 in E. coli MUG and Asn140 and Ser271 in
human TDG respectively. Mutational analysis indicates that elimination of side chain of
Asn140 in human TDG abolishes the activity of the enzyme but allowed the enzyme to
bind to the G/U or G/T substrates, suggesting water attack might play a more important
role compared to leaving group activation in family 2 UDGs catalysis (154). However, it
was found later that uracil might not be the most favorable substrates for family 2
TDG/MUG. Xanthine was shown to be a better substrate for E. coli MUG (4), and
mutagenesis and structural analysis indicated Ser23 in E. coli promotes xanthine leaving
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group activation by interacting with N7 of xanthine. In addition, human TDG is found to
play an essential role in the demethylation pathway by efficiently excising 5caboxylcytosine (5-caC) from DNA, and the crystal structure of human TDG with 5-caC
supports its robust activity on 5-caC (3,155). Similar with the findings in E. coli MUG,
human TDG can form several hydrogen bonds to promote the leaving group activation of
5-caC by backbone of Asn140 and Ile139 and side chain of Asn157 (Figure 1.12).
Consistent with the crystal structure result, mutation of Asn140 fails to abolish all the
enzymatic activity of human TDG, supporting the notion that leaving group activation and
water attack are both important in family 2 TDG/MUG (156,157).
D. Family 3 SMUG1
Family 3 UDG members are named as single-strand selective monofunctional UDG
(SMUG1), which can efficiently remove uracil, xanthine, 5-hydroxymethyluracil and 5hydroxyuracil (9,158). It is hypothesized that human SMUG1 might also involve in DNA

Figure 1.12 Active site of human TDG with 5-caC and E. coli MUG with
xanthine . Amino acids interacted with 5-caC in human TDG is labeled and hydrogen

bond is represented as yellow dash line (left). Interaction between N7 of xanthine and
Ser23 of E. coli MUG is labeled by red dash line. Pictures are reproduced from (3,4)
with permission.
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demethylation pathway by removing 5-hydroxymethyluracil which is converted from 5methylcytosine by an enzyme called AID (activation induced deaminase). However, no
further evidence was provided and no activity was found towards modified methyl-cytosine
by AID (159). Later on, human SMUG1 was linked to RNA quality control by specifically
excising 5-hydroxyuracil from RNA. Knock-out of SMUG1 from human cells significantly
decrease the amount of mature 47S rRNA (160). Different with family 2 TDG/MUG,
family 3 SMUG1 possesses a similar activity towards uracil compared to family 1 UNG.
SMUG1 from xenopus laevis, is able to process G/U at 9 s-1, only 13-fold slower than E.
coli UNG (158). The similar enzyme activities between family 1 enzymes and family 3
enzymes might be caused by the highly conserved amino acid sequence in motif 1 and
motif 2 of these two families (Figure 1.10). Mutation of Phe98 and His239 in human
SMUG1 caused reduction of kcat/Km about 2x103 fold and 1x104 fold respectively (161).
E. Family 4 UDGa

Figure 1.13 Active sites of UNG from homo sapiens and UDGa from
Thermus thermophilus with uracil. The active site of Has UNG with uracil is shown
on the left and active site of Tth UDGa with uracil is shown on the right. Picture is
reproduced from (1) with permission.
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Most enzymes belonging to family 4 UDGa are from thermophilic bacteria, such
as Thermos thermophiles (Tth) (1), Pyrobaculum aerophilum (162,163), and Thermotoga
martima (164,165). To date, family 4 UDGa was reported as a uracil-specific UDG, like
family 1 UNG. The crystal structure of Tth UDGa reveals that family 4 UDGa has an active
site very similar to family 1 UNG (Figure 1.13), although the corresponding site of Asp64
in E. coli UNG is replaced by a glycine (1). Family 4 UDGa is also characterized by a 4Fe4S iron-sulfur cluster, although the function of the iron-sulfur cluster is unknown.
F. Family 5 UDGb
Similar with family 4 UDGa, family 5 UDGb exists in archaea and eubacteria,
many of which are thermophilic bacteria. Biochemical studies of UDGb from Pyrobaculum
aerophilum and Mycobacterium tuberculosis suggested that family 5 UDGb is a versatile
enzyme which can remove several mutated purines and pyrimidines such as uracil,
hydroxymethyluracil,

fluorouracil,

hypoxanthine

and

ethenocytosine

(166,167).

Consistently, genetic analysis reveals that family 5 UDGb from Thermus thermophiles (Tth)
is a uracil DNA glycosylase that can reduce the mutation rate by three-fold (168,169). The
crystal structure of UDGb from T. thermophiles confirms that UDGb adopts a structural
fold similarly seen in other UDG enzymes (170). However, family 5 UDGb lacks Aspartic
acid in the motif 1 as the catalytic residue to activate water molecule and mutagenesis of
Ala68 in P. aerophilium UDGb back to Asp reduce the enzyme activity. This observation
suggested that family 5 UDGb might adopt an alternative catalytic strategy to activate a
water molecule which will be further discussed in chapter 2.
G. Family 6 HDG
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The family 6 UDG is identified recently and named as hypoxanthine DNA
glycosylase (HDG) since this family of UDG mainly act on hypoxanthine substrate (134).
Sequence alignment analysis indicated that family 6 HDG shared similar amino acids in
motif 1 and motif 2 with family 2 TDG/MUG, but not other UDG superfamily members.
Mutational analysis and modelled structural analysis suggested family 6 HDG probably
adopts different catalytic strategies and different catalytic center and Asn39 in
Methanosarcina barkeri HDG is proposed to be potential catalytic residue (134). However,
more information is needed to answer the question why family 6 HDG can only specifically
act on hypoxanthine-containing substrates.
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CHAPTOR TWO

SPECIFICITY AND CATALYTIC MECHANISM IN FAMILY 5 URACIL DNA
GLYCOSYLASE
I.

Abstract
UDGb belongs to family 5 of the uracil DNA glycosylase (UDG) superfamily. Here,

we report that family 5 UDGb from Thermus thermophilus HB8 is not only a uracil DNA
glycosyase acting on G/U, T/U, C/U and A/U base pairs, it is also a hypoxanthine DNA
glycosylase acting on G/I, T/I and A/I base pairs and a xanthine DNA glycosylase acting
on all double-stranded and single-stranded xanthine-containing DNA. Analysis of
potentials of mean force indicates that the tendency of hypoxanthine base flipping follows
the order of G/I > T/I, A/I > C/I, matching the trend of hypoxanthine DNA glycosylase
activity observed in vitro. Genetic analysis indicates that family 5 UDGb can also act as an
enzyme to remove uracil incorporated into DNA through the existence of dUTP in the
nucleotide pool. Mutational analysis coupled with molecular modeling and molecular
dynamics analysis reveal that while hydrogen bonding to O2 of uracil underlies the UDG
activity in a dissociative fashion, Tth UDGb relies on multiple catalytic residues to
facilitate its excision of hypoxanthine and xanthine. This study underscores the structural
and functional diversity in the UDG superfamily.
II.

Introduction
DNA base deamination is a common mechanism of DNA damage caused by

environmental and endogenous agents. Due to the reactivity of the exocyclic amino groups,
DNA bases are subject to hydrolytic or oxidative deamination in which the amino group in
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a DNA base is converted to keto group. Adenine (A), cytosine (C) and guanine (G) are
deaminated to hypoxanthine (I), uracil (U), and xanthine (X) and oxanine (O), respectively
(Fig. 2.1A). Due to the altered base pair preferences, base deamination may result in
mutations.
The base excision repair (BER), initiated by DNA glycosylase, is a major pathway
to repair damage caused by base deamination. The uracil DNA glycosylase (UDG)
superfamily, consisting of six families, is involved in the repair of deaminated base damage.
While family 1 UNGs show rather narrow specificity towards uracil and its derivatives
(1,2), family 2 MUG/TDG enzymes have much broader specificity with some members
showing activity toward all deaminated bases (3-6). Most interestingly, recent studies have
indicated that human TDG is a DNA glycosylase that is involved in the removal of formylC (fC) and carboxyl-C (caC) during enzymatic demethylation (7,8), suggesting that some
of the enzymes in the UDG superfamily have evolved functions beyond DNA repair.
Family 3 SMUG1 enzymes, found in vertebrates and bacteria, act as both uracil DNA
glycosylases and xanthine DNA glycosylases (XDG) (9,10). Family 4 UDGa was initially
discovered in the hyperthermophilic bacterium Thermotoga maritima (11). Family 5
UDGb was first reported in the hyperthermophilic archaean Pyrobaculum aerophilum (12).
Most recently, the family 6 enzymes was discovered as a class of enzymes with
hypoxanthine DNA glycosylase (HDG) activity but not with uracil DNA glycosylase
activity (13).
Family 5 UDGb exists in archaea and bacteria, many of which are
hyperthermophiles or thermophiles. Biochemical characterization of P. aerophilum UDGb
indicates that it can remove uracil, hydroxymethyluracil or fluorouracil opposite from
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guanine base and hypoxanthine from T/I base pairs (12). The uracil DNA glycosylase and
hypoxanthine DNA glycosylase activity prevents mutation resulting from cytosine and
adenine deamination in cells (14). UDGb from Mycobacterium tuberculosis is also found
to be active on ethenocytosine and the mutation rate in the absence of UDGb increases by
two-fold (15,16). Similarly, biochemical and genetic analyses indicate that UDGb from
thermophilic bacterium Thermus thermophilus (Tth) is a uracil DNA glycosylase that can
reduce the mutation rate by three-fold (17,18). The crystal structure of UDGb from T.
thermophilus confirms that UDGb adopts a structural fold similarly seen in other UDG
enzymes (19).
Previous studies have provided valuable information on the structure-function
relationship of Family 5 UDGb enzymes and their physiological roles. However, some
fundamental questions remain to be answered. How broad is the specificity of UDGb
towards other deaminated bases? How does the active site in UDGb catalyze the cleavage
of the glycosidic bond in deaminated DNA? To answer these questions, we conducted a
comprehensive biochemical, genetic, and molecular dynamics analysis using UDGb from
T. thermophilus (Tth) as a model. Data presented here demonstrate that Tth UDGb can act
as a uracil DNA glycosylase with enzymatic activity on double-stranded uracil-containing
DNA, as a hypoxanthine DNA glycosylase with enzymatic activity on double-stranded
hypoxanthine-containing DNA except for the C/I base pair, and as a xanthine DNA
glycosylase with enzymatic activity on both double-stranded and single-stranded xanthinecontaining DNA. This study also establishes the correlation between hypoxanthine DNA
glycosylase activity and stability of hypoxanthine-containing base pairs; reveals the inverse
correlation between the uracil DNA glycosylase activity against the A/U base pair and cell
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survival in an E. coli cell deficient in ung dut xth genes; and identifies several catalytic
residues that play an important role in the removal of deamianted bases in DNA. A model
explaining the catalytic function of family 5 UDGb is proposed.
III.

Experimental procedures
Cloning, Expression and Purification of Tth UDGb - The UDGb gene from T.

thermophilus HB8 (GenBank accession number: YP_144415.1) was amplified by PCR
using

the

forward

primer

Tth

UDGbF

(5’-TCAGGTGTGCATATGGACAG

GGAAGCCTTCGTCCAAACC-3’; the NdeI site is underlined) and the reverse primer Tth
UDGbR (5’-TGAATCAAGCTTAAGCCCGGCGAGGCG TTTAGCCTC-3’; the HindIII
site is underlined). The PCR reaction mixture (20 μl) consisted 10 ng T. thermophilus HB8
genomic DNA, 500 nM forward and reverse primers, 1 x phusion DNA polymerase buffer,
200 μM each dNTP and 0.2 unit of phusion DNA polymerase (New England Biolabs). The
PCR procedure included a predenaturation step at 98°C for 30 s; 30 cycles of three-step
amplification with each cycle consisting of denaturation at 98°C for 15 s, annealing at 60°C
for 15 s, and extension at 72°C for 20 s; and a final extension step at 72°C for 10 min. The
PCR product was purified by gel DNA recovery kit (Zymo Research). The purified PCR
product and plasmid pET21a were digested by NdeI and HindIII, purified by gel DNA
recovery kit, and ligated according to the manufacturer’s instructional manual. The ligation
mixture was transformed into E. coli strain HB101 competent cells by electroporation. The
sequence of the Tth UDGb gene in the resulting plasmid (pET21a-Tth-UDGb) was
confirmed by DNA sequencing. Site-directed mutagenesis was performed similarly as
previously described (13).
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The pET21a-Tth-UDGb was transformed into E. coli strain BH214 (ung-, mug-) by
the standard protocol to express the C-terminal His-6-tagged Tth UDGb protein. Induction,
sonication and purification were carried out as previously described with the following
modifications (13). Prior to Hitrap chelating column chromatography, the sonicated
solutions were incubated at 75°C for 15 min. Denatured proteins were removed by
centrifugation at 12,000 rpm for 20 min. Fractions (300–400 mM imidazole, 60-80%
chelating buffer B) containing the Tth UDGb protein as seen on 12.5% SDS-PAGE were
pooled and concentrated by Amicon YM-10 (Millipore).
Oligodeoxynucleotide Substrates - Oligodeoxynucleotides containing deoxyuridine
(U), deoxyinosine (I), deoxyxanthosine (X) or deoxyoxanosine (O) were obtained or
constructed as previously described (Fig. 2.1B) (10).
DNA Glycosylase Activity Assay - DNA glycosylase cleavage assays for Tth UDGb
were performed under optimized reaction conditions at 50°C for 60 min in a 10 μl reaction
mixture containing 10 nM oligonucleotide substrate, an indicated amount of glycosylase,
20 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.6), 100 mM KCl, 1 mM DTT, and 1 mM EDTA. The resulting
abasic sites were cleaved by incubation at 95°C for 5 min after adding 1 µl of 1 N NaOH.
The reaction mixtures (2 µl) were mixed with 7.8 μl Hi-D formamide and 0.2 μl GeneScan
500 LI Size Standard (Life Technologies) and analyzed by Applied Biosystems 3130xl
sequencer with a fragment analysis module. Cleavage products and remaining substrates
were quantified by GeneMapper software. For kinetics measurements, the reactions were
carried out with 10 nM oligonucleotide substrate and 100 nM glycosylase. Increasing the
enzyme concentration by three-fold did not change the kinetic profile, suggesting that the
reactions reached saturation condition. Samples were withdrawn at 0, 2.5, 5, 10, 20, 40 and
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60 min. For some substrates such as G/U and G/I with faster kinetics, samples were also
withdrawn at 1.0 min time point to capture the early reaction. The apparent rate constants
were determined by curve fitting using the integrated first-order rate equation:
P = Pmax (1-e-kt)
Where P is the product yield, Pmax is the maximal yield, t is time and k is apparent rate
constant.
Base-Flipping Potential of Mean Force Calculations - Base flipping potentials of
mean

force

(PMF)

were

constructed

based

on

the

dodecamer

sequence

d(GTCAGIGCATGG), where the hypoxanthine (I) was the base to be flipped out of the
helix. Using the program 3DNA (20), the canonical B-form DNA structure of the sequence
d(GTCAGCGCATGG)2 was constructed. The base complementary to I was systematically
modeled as guanine, adenine, cytosine and thymine. Starting from these four models of Bform DNA, umbrella sampling was performed to calculate the PMF associated with
flipping deaminated DNA bases out of the double helix (21,22). A detailed description of
the computational methods can be found in our previous work (21).
Survival Analysis of E. coli BW276 Strain Complement with Tth udgb - The wild
type and mutant Tth udgb genes were subcloned into plasmid pBluescript II SK (+). The
wt Tth udgb gene is described as an example. The wt Tth udgb gene was amplified by PCR
using the plasmid pET21a-Tth-UDGb as a template and with the forward primer
TthUDGbF-pBS (5’-CCGGAATTCCCATATGGACAGGGAAGCCTTCG-3’; the EcoRI
site

is

underlined)

and

the

reverse

primer

Tth

UDGbR-pBS

(5’

ACGCGTCGACTCAGTGGTGGTGGTGGTGG-3’; the SalI site is underlined). The PCR
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conditions were the same as the cloning of the Tth UDGb gene. The purified PCR products
digested with a pair of EcoRI and SalI endonucleases were ligated to the cloning vector
pBluescript II SK (+) treated with the same pair of restriction endonucleases. The
recombinant plasmids were confirmed by DNA sequencing and transformed into E. coli
BW276 (dutts ung- xth-). E. coli BW276 (thi-1, relA1, spoT1, dut-1, rfa-209::Tn10, ung-1
(xth-pncA)90) was a kind gift from Dr. Bernard Weiss (Emory University, Atlanta, GA)
(23). Single colonies from each variant were inoculated into 1 ml LB medium (with 100
µg/ml ampicillin and 125 μg/ml thymidine) and grown at 22°C for 16 h. Overnight cultures
(1 ml) were transferred to 4 ml fresh LB medium (with 100 µg/ml ampicillin and 125 μg/ml
thymidine) and grown at 22°C until OD600 reached 0.6. After adding IPTG to a final
concentration of 1 mM, the cultures were incubated at 22°C until OD600 reached 1.0. Before
plating, 40 μl of 100 mM IPTG was spread on the LB plates containing ampicillin and
thymidine. Afterwards, diluted cells (100 µl) were plated on LB plates. Cell numbers were
scored after 24 h incubation at 42°C or after 72 h incubation at 22°C. The relative plating
efficiencies (RPE) were taken as the ratios of the cell numbers between 42°C and 22°C.
Molecular Modeling and Molecular Dynamics Simulations - The crystal structure
of family 5 Uracil DNA glycosylase (Tth UDGb) was acquired from the RCSB Protein
Data Bank (accession code 2DEM), and used as a model for subsequent computational
analysis (19). The initial structures of uridine, inosine, xanthosine and oxanosine
nucleotides bound to the family 5 UDG enzyme were obtained by manually modifying the
structure of 2-deoxy-5-phosphono-ribose extracted from the crystal structure of Tth UDGb
using the Swiss-Pdb Viewer (SPDBV) program (24). Specifically, the 2-deoxy-5phosphono-ribose was aligned to a cytidine and the cytosine was changed to uracil,
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Figure 2.1 Deaminated DNA repair activity in Tth UDGb. A, chemical structures
of deaminated DNA bases. B, sequences of xanthine (X)-, oxanine (O)-, hypoxanthine (I)-, and
uracil (U)-containing oligodeoxyribonucleotide substrates. FAM, fluorophore. C, DNA
glycosylase activity of Tth UDGb on U-, I-, O-, and X-containing substrates. Cleavage reactions
were performed as described under “Experimental Procedures” with 100 nm WT Tth UDGb
protein and 10 nm substrate. D, representative time course analysis of glycosylase activity of
WT Tth UDGb on U-, I-, and X-containing DNA substrates. U-containing substrates: ■, A/U;
▵ , T/U; ●, G/U; ▿ , C/U. I-containing substrates: ■, A/I; ▵ , T/I; ●, G/I. X-containing
substrates: ■, A/X; ▵ , T/X; ●, G/X; ▿ , C/X; □, ss X.
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hypoxanthine, xanthine and oxanine, respectively. After building the initial complex
structures, an explicit solvent system using the TIP3P water model was constructed in the
CHARMM c35b6 molecular mechanics package using a suitably sized box (25). The
minimum distance between any of the atoms of the solvated UDG/DNA complex and the
box boundary was maintained to at least 9 Å. Sodium chloride ions were added to the
system to achieve an electrically neutral system. The CHARMM 27 all hydrogen force
field for proteins and nucleic acids were used (26,27). Particle-mesh Ewald summation was
applied in the periodic boundaries condition for the efficient calculation of long-range
electrostatic interactions (28). Energy minimization was performed by using 4000 steepest
descent steps followed by adopted basis Newton-Raphson (ABNR) method with the
harmonic constraints from 10 to 1 kcal/(mol•Å2) in decrements of 3 kcal/(mol•Å2) every
1000 steps to remove any unfavorable van der Waals clashes. Using a Langevin barostat
(29), an isothermal-isobaric ensemble (NPT) at 300 K was constructed using the NAMD
program (30). An integration time step of 1 fs was used in order to avoid any significant
structural deformation during equilibration and production run. Coordinates were saved
every 2 ps. A total of 2 ns equilibration and 3 ns production simulation were performed for
each structural analysis. VMD 1.9.1 was used for visualization (31).
IV.

Results
Substrate Specificity of Tth UDGb - Previous studies have indicated that family 5

UDGb enzymes can act on some deaminated base damage. To gain a complete
understanding of the specificity of the family 5 UDGb on deaminated bases, we measured
the repair activity of Tth UDGb using all twenty possible uracil (U)-, hypoxanthine (I)-,
oxanine (O)-, xanthine (X)-containing double-stranded and single-stranded DNA
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substrates under the assay conditions in which the enzyme was in ten-fold excess over the
substrate (Fig. 2.1C). Consistent with previous reports, Tth UDGb acted as a doublestranded uracil DNA glycosylase with a relatively low activity on the A/U base pair (Fig.
2.1C). No activity on single-stranded U-containing substrate was detected under the assay
conditions. Tth UDGb could also act as a hypoxanthine DNA glycosylase with the
strongest activity on the G/I base pair but no activity detected on the C/I base pair and the
single-stranded I-containing substrate (Fig. 2.1C). The enzyme showed no activity on any
of the oxanine-containing substrates, indicating that family 5 Tth UDGb is not an oxanine
DNA glycosylase. On the other hand, Tth UDGb was able to incise xanthine in all xanthinecontaining DNA, in which all five substrates were hydrolyzed to close to completion (Fig.
2.1C). Similar to some other enzymes in the UDG superfamily, no glycosylase activities
were detected with the deaminated substrates under the assay conditions in which the
enzyme: substrate ratio was 1:1 (data not shown). Consistent with previous observations,
Tth UDGb was not inhibited by Ugi peptide and acted as a monofunctional glycosylase
((12) and data not shown).
To determine the catalytic efficiencies on the deaminated DNA, we measured the
apparent rate constants. A representative time course analysis is shown in Figure 2.1D and
complete data are summarized in Table 2.1. For the U-containing substrates, Tth UDGb
Table 2.1 Apparent rate constants of Tth UDGb wild type and mutants
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was most active on three mismatched base pairs (T/U, C/U, G/U) with apparent rate
constants around 0.36 per min (Table 2.1). The apparent rate constant for the A/U pair was
five-fold slower than that for G/U pair. For the I-containing substrates, the apparent rate
constant of 0.35 per min for the G/I base pair was comparable to the mismatched Ucontaining base pairs (Table 2.1). However, the apparent rate constants for the T/I and A/I
base pairs were more than ten-fold lower. For the X-containing substrates, the apparent
rates constants ranged from 0.057 per min for the C/X base pair to 0.075 per min for the
A/X base pair (Table 2.1).

Figure 2.2 PMFs of hypoxanthine-containing base pairs along the pseudodihedral angle coordinate. Watson-Crick base pairing is ∼10–30° pseudodihedral angle,
and the flipped out state is ∼190°. PMF profiles were generated in TIP3P explicit water solvent.

HDG Activity and Stability of I-containing Base Pairs – The base flipping

tendencies for uracil- and xanthine-containing base pairs have been studied previously (21).
The UDG and XDG activity of Tth UDGb followed the general trend of base pair stability.
The kinetic analysis indicated that the hypoxanthine DNA glycosylase in Tth UDGb was
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Figure 2.3 Tth UDGb structure and sequence alignment.A, Tth UDGb-AP site cocrystal structure (Protein Data Bank code 2DEM). The four residues (Asp75, Asn120, His190, and
Asn195) that were subjected to mutational analysis are shown in red. B, sequence alignment in
family 5 UDGb and comparison with other UDG families. The alignment was based on BLAST
and CLUSTALW analysis and constructed manually. Four conserved residues that are matched
in A are shown in red. Family 5 (UDGb): Tth, T. thermophilus HB8, YP_144415.1; Pae, P.
aerophilum str. IM2, NP_559226; Sso, Sulfolobus solfataricus P2, NP_344053.1; Tvo,
Thermoplasma volcanium GSS1, NP_111346.1; Sco, Streptomyces coelicolor A3(2),
NP_626251.1; Mtu, M. tuberculosis H37Rv, P64785 (Rv1259). Family 1 (UDG): Eco, E. coli,
NP_289138. Family 2 (MUG/TDG): Eco, E. coli, P0A9H1. Family 3 (SMUG1): Gme, G.
metallireducens GS-15,YP_383069. Family 3 (SMUG1): Gme, G. metallireducens GS15,YP_383069; Family 4 (UDGa): Tth, T. thermophilus HB27, YP_004341.1.
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strongest on the G/I base pair followed by the T/I and A/I base pairs. The enzyme was least
active with the C/I base pair. To assess how the order of HDG activity is correlated with
the stability of the I-containing base pairs, we analyzed potentials of mean force (PMF) for
the double-stranded I-containing base pairs. The PMF essentially represents the change in
free energy associated with transitioning the DNA from the base paired state to base
flipped-out state, and is therefore capable of indicating the tendency of a deaminated base
to flip out of an isolated B-form DNA double helix. Among the four base pairs,
hypoxanthine demonstrates the greatest tendency (lowest PMF barrier) to flip when paired
with guanine (Fig. 2.2). The thermodynamic stability of T/I and A/I base pairs were found
to be similar to each other and more stable (higher PMF barrier) than the G/I pair. The most
stable base pair is the C/I base pair, which can adopt a natural Watson-Crick base pair
conformation. Interestingly, the PMF profile of the I-containing base pairs is quite
consistent with activity pattern (Fig. 2.1 and Table 2.1), suggesting that the tendency of
base flipping contributes to the recognition and consequently the catalysis.
Catalytic Residues in UDGb - To identify the amino acid residues in the family 5
Tth UDGb enzyme that may play an important role in its catalytic function, we took
advantage of the Tth UDGb crystal structure complexed with an abasic site (19). The
presence of the AP site in the structure helped us to locate potential catalytic residues that
are in the vicinity of the scissile bond. Aspartate and asparagine are known catalytic
residues in family 1 UNG and family 2 MUG, respectively. A close examination of the
structure revealed several potential catalytic residues: D75, N120, H190 and N195 (Fig.
2.3A). All these residues are highly conserved in family 5 UDGb homologs (Fig. 2.3B).
To test the role of these residues in catalysis, D75 was substituted with A, N, E and Q;
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Figure 2.4 Glycosylase activity of Tth UDGb D75 mutants on U-, I-, X-, and
O-containing DNA substrates. Cleavage reactions were performed as described under
“Experimental Procedures” at 50 °C for 60 min with 100 nm protein and 10 nm substrate. A,
Tth UDGb-D75A. B, Tth UDGb-D75E. C, Tth UDGb-D75N. D, Tth UDGb-D75Q.
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N120 and N195 with A, D, E and Q; and H190 with A, N and S.
For the D75 position, substitution with an Ala residue exhibited the most profound
effect on X-containing substrates since D75A completely lost all of its XDG activity (Fig.
2.4A). The UDG activity was also reduced, in particular for the A/U and C/U base pairs in
which the activity was not detectable under the assay conditions or rather weak (Fig. 2.4A).
For the T/U and G/U base pairs, the apparent rate constants were reduced by more than
ten-fold (Table 2.1). For the I-containing substrates, the HDG activity on A/I and T/I was
rather weak and that on G/I was reduced by fifty-seven-fold (Fig. 2.4A and Table 2.1). The
effect caused by substitution of D75 with Glu was in general much less severe than D75A
as the D75E mutant still retained much of the activity (Fig. 2.4B). The substitutions of the
carboxyl side chain with an amide side chain resulted in similar effects. Both D75N and
D75Q mutants lost XDG activity while retaining much of their UDG and HDG activity
(Fig. 2.4C-D).
The effect caused by an Ala substitution at the N120 position was in general similar
to D75A in which the XDG activity was lost and the UDG and HDG activity was reduced
(Fig. 2.5A). The main difference is that N120A retained a higher C/U and G/U activity but
completely lost HDG activity on A/I and T/I (Fig. 2.5A and Table 2.1). The reduction of
G/I activity, as judged by the apparent rate constants, was forty-seven-fold (Table 2.1).
Extension of the amide side chain by one methylene group, as shown in the N120Q mutant,
exhibited the same effect as removal of the amide side chain as shown in N120A (Fig.
2.5B). Conversion of the amide group to a carboxyl group as shown in N120D mutant had
a minimal effect on UDG and XDG activity except for a small reduction on the A/U base
pair (Fig. 2.5C). The main effect of the Asp substitution was the reduction of HDG activity
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Figure 2.5 Glycosylase activity of Tth UDGb N120 mutants on U-, I-, X-, and
O-containing DNA substrates. Cleavage reactions were performed as described under
“Experimental Procedures” at 50 °C for 60 min with 100 nm protein and 10 nm substrate. A,
Tth UDGb-N120A. B, Tth UDGb-N120Q. C, Tth UDGb-N120D. D, Tth UDGb-N120E.
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on A/I and T/I base pairs to below the level of detection under the assay conditions (Fig.
2.5B). N120E mutant amplified the effect of carboxyl substitution as UDG, HDG and XDG
activities were all reduced substantially (Fig. 2.5D). The effects observed in N120E and
N120Q underscore the sensitivity of UDGb catalytic activity toward small length changes
in the N120 side chain.

Figure 2.6 Glycosylase activity of Tth UDGb H190 mutants on U-, I-, X-, and
O-containing DNA substrates. Cleavage reactions were performed as described under
“Experimental Procedures” at 50 °C for 60 min with 100 nm protein and 10 nm substrate. A,
Tth UDGb-H190A. B, Tth UDGb-H190N. C, Tth UDGb-H190S.
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The mutational effect was most profound with the substitution of H190 with Ala.
H190A mutant lost all UDG, HDG and XDG activity with the exception of retaining a low
level of activity on G/I base pairs and a rather minor activity observed on G/X base pairs
(Fig. 2.6A). The functional role of H190 could be accommodated by Asn or Ser to a very

Figure 2.7 Glycosylase activity of Tth UDGb N195 mutants on U-, I-, O-, and
X-containing DNA substrates. Cleavage reactions were performed as described under
“Experimental Procedures” at 50 °C for 60 min with 100 nm protein and 10 nm substrate. A,
N195A. B, N195Q. C, N195D. D, N195E.
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limited degree as indicated by the retention of weak UDG, HDG and XDG activity (Fig.
2.6B-C).
The effects of amino acid substitutions at the N195 position were less severe than
those at the D75, N120 and H190 positions. In general, reduced UDG, HDG and XDG
activity was still observable in N195A, N195Q, N195D and N195E mutants (Fig. 2.7). The
most noticeable reduction of activity was observed using A/I and T/I substrates in which
the HDG activity was nearly or completely lost. Given that motif 2 serves as a wedge to
insert into the space vacated by a flipped out base, mutations at the conserved N195
position may affect the wedging mediated by motif 2. The UDG activity on A/U base pairs
was also reduced to varying degrees in N195A, N195Q, N195D, and N195E mutants.
These mutants were used in the genetic analysis of A/U repair in vivo as described below.
Survival of UDGb in dut Temperature Sensitive E. coli Strain - Uracil may occur
in DNA either through cytosine deamination or through incorporation of dUTP during
DNA replication. In normal cells, incorporation of dUTP into DNA to form A/U base pairs
is minimized due to the hydrolysis catalyzed by dUTPase (encoded by dut) (Fig. 2.8A).
The dUMP thus produced is a precursor for the synthesis of dTMP by thymidylate synthase
(encoded by tms), which is then phosphorylated to form dTTP as one of the regular
nucleoside triphosphates for DNA synthesis. The E. coli strain BW276 is deficient in ung
xth and contains a temperature sensitive (ts) dut-1 gene (23). E. coli cells deficient in xth
(encodes an AP endonuclease) is lethal but the lethality is rescued by deletion of ung (23).
At permissible temperature (22°C), the active dUTPase prevents dUTP from incorporating
into DNA during replication (Fig. 2.8A, left). At high temperature (42°C), uracil is
incorporated into DNA to form A/U base pairs due to the loss of much of the dUTPase
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activity. In the absence of the endogenous UNG, which removes uracil from A/U base pair,
cells remain viable since a limited amount of uracil incorporated into the genome is
tolerated (32). However, cells lose viability in the presence of active UNG, which
constantly removes uracil from A/U base pairs and creates toxic AP sites (Fig. 2.8A, right).
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Figure 2.8 The survival of E. coli BW276 containing Tth udgb genes at 42 and
22 °C and their correlation with enzymatic activity of Tth UDGb variants on
the A/U base pair. A, principle of the in vivo assay. dut, gene for dUTPase; tms, gene for
thymidylate synthase; xth, AP endonuclease; ts, temperature-sensitive. B, the survival of E. coli
BW276 containing pBS-Tth-UDGb variants vectors at 42 and 22 °C. Cells with A600 value of 1
were diluted 1 × 104 times, and 150 μl of diluted cells were spread on the LB plates containing
ampicillin and thymidine and incubated for 24 h at 42 °C or 72 h at 22 °C. pBS, pBluescript. C,
correlation between A/U enzymatic activities of Tth UDGb variants and the survival of E. coli
BW276 containing pBS-Tth-UDGb variants vectors at 42 and 22 °C. The cleavage reactions of
Tth UDGb variants were performed as described under “Experimental Procedures” at 50 °C for
60 min with 100 nm protein and 10 nm substrate. The data of cleavage activities were plotting
according to the right y axis. For the convenience of counting colonies grown at 22 °C, E. coli
cells were diluted 1 × 106 times prior to plating. For counting colonies grown at 42 °C, E. coli
cells were diluted as follows prior to plating: pBluescript, D75A, N120A, N120E, N120Q,
D75E, N195E, N195Q, N195D, and N195A, 1 × 106 times; N120D, 1 × 105 times; D75N, 2 ×
103 times; D75Q, 1 × 103 times; wild type, 1 × 102 times. Cell numbers were counted on LB
plates containing ampicillin and thymidine after incubation at 42 °C for 24 h or incubation at
22 °C for 72 h. The relative plating efficiencies were calculated by the ratios of the cell numbers
between 42 and 22 °C. The data of relative plating efficiencies (RPE) are plotted as the left y
axis. The data are the averages of at least three independent experiments. ■, relative plating
efficiencies; ○, UDG activity on the A/U base pair.

We were interested in understanding how the ability of a UDG to remove uracil
from an A/U base pair in vitro correlates to its ability to do so in vivo. In examining the
UDG activity of Tth UDGb on the A/U base pair, we found a descending trend of the
activity in the order of WT > D75Q > D75N > N120D > N195A > N195Q > N195D,
N195E > D75E > N120Q, N120E, N120A, D75A in the Tth UDGb mutants (Figs. 2.4-2.7).
We thought that this spectrum of UDG activity on the A/U base pair could provide an
excellent opportunity to test how the in vitro activity correlates to in vivo uracil removal.
As illustrated in Fig. 2.8A, the UDG activity on A/U base pairs in the wild type Tth UDGb
was expected to render the E. coli BW 276 strain much less viable. On the other hand, the
lack of activity on A/U base pairs in the D75A mutant should allow the cells become much
more viable even at 42°C. Mutants with intermediate levels of in vitro activity toward A/U
base pairs should also exhibit intermediate cell viability. Indeed, we found an inverse
correlation between the in vitro activity on A/U base pairs and the viability as measured by
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the relative plating efficiencies (RPE) at 42°C/22°C (Fig. 2.8B-C). These results indicate
that a higher level of the activity on the A/U base pairs will lead to a better removal of
uracil from A/U base pairs in the genome and thus limits the survival of the dutts cells.
V.

Discussion
Comparison of Substrate Specificity in UDG Superfamily - UDG superfamily

encompasses six diverse families. This study reveals that family 5 UDGb is a deamination
repair enzyme with rather broad specificity. Among the UDG enzymes we have
investigated, only Schizosaccaromyces pombe TDG shows a broader specificity as it acts
on all deaminated bases (6). Family 5 UDGb can act as a uracil, hypoxanthine and xanthine
DNA glycosylase (Fig. 2.1). In comparison, family 1 UNG only works on uracil, while
family 2 E. coli MUG and family 3 SMUG1 act on both uracil and xanthine. Therefore,
family 5 UDGb is a versatile repair enzyme that can deal with multiple types of deaminated
base lesions. Interestingly, family 5 UDGb is implicated in playing a role in the repair of
hypoxanthine in vivo in addition to its role in the repair of uracil (14). Recently, we reported
on a new family of enzymes in the UDG superfamily that act as hypoxanthine DNA
glycosylases rather than uracil DNA glycosylases (13). Taken together, these data indicate
that enzymes in the UDG superfamily can play a variety of roles in the repair of deaminated
base lesions. Structurally, the active sites of the enzymes in the superfamily appear to be
adaptable to accommodate both pyrimidine and purine deaminated products.
Evolutionarily, different families have evolved a rather impressive spectrum of specificity,
from family 1 UNG acting exclusively on one type of lesion (uracil) to family 6 HDG
acting primarily on one type of lesion (hypoxanthine); from family 2 E. coli MUG and
family 3 SMUG1 acting on two types of lesions (uracil and xanthine) to family 5 UDGb
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acting on three types of lesions (uracil, hypoxanthine and xanthine) and family 2 S. pombe
TDG acting on four types of lesions (uracil, hypoxanthine, xanthine and oxanine).
Additionally, the family 2 human TDG has evolved to act as a demethylase to remove fC
and caC to initiate an enzymatic demethylation process in epigenetics.
HDG Activity and Base Flipping - The hypoxanthine DNA glycosylase activity
from Tth UDGb showed a trend of G/I > A/I and T/I (Fig. 2.1 and Table 2.1). This trend,
in general, is consistent with the observations we previously made in Methanosarcina
bakeri HDG and human endonuclease V (13,33). The PMF analysis indicates that the G/I
base pair is the least stable among the four base pairs (Fig. 2.2). The T/I and A/I base pairs
have a similar level of higher stability than the G/I base pair. The C/I base pair has the
highest level of stability, in keeping with its structural similarity to a C/G base pair (34).
The outcome of the computational analysis on the stability of the hypoxanthine-containing
base pairs is consistent with experimental analyses previously reported (35-37). The
stability of the base pairs as estimated by the PMF calculation suggests that the G/I base
pair is more prone to base flipping. Indeed, the wild type Tth UDGb showed ten-fold higher
activity with the G/I base pair than the A/I or the T/I base pair (Table 2.1). In addition, a
large number of mutants still maintained some level of activity on the G/I base pair while
the activity on the A/I or T/I base pair was either negligible or not detected (Figs. 2.4-2.7).
This is in accord with the notion that base flipping renders the glycosidic bond more
reactive (38). The consistency between the hypoxanthine DNA glycosylase activity on
different base pairs and the tendency of base flipping suggests that some of the repair
enzymes rely on the instability of the base pairs to capture the deaminated base,
hypoxanthine. Therefore, these data underscore the importance of base pair stability in
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promoting the catalysis of deaminated bases. This is an example in which the observed
catalytic activity of an enzyme is perturbed not by chemically altering the substrate
functional groups directly involved in enzyme recognition but by altering the
conformational equilibrium of a substrate.
Inverse Correlation of Viability and the UDG Activity on A/U Base Pairs - The
UDG enzymes may play two roles in vivo. First, when cytosine is deaminated, UDG can
remove the deaminated cytosine--uracil from the G/U base pair. Second, uracil may be
incorporated into a DNA through dUTP to form A/U base pairs. The A/U base pair can be
removed by a UDG with activity on A/U base pairs. The family 5 UDG enzymes possess
repair activity on both G/U and A/U base pairs. The physiological role of the UDG in
removing uracil from G/U base pairs has been studied (14,18). However, whether the UDG
activity of UDGb on A/U base pairs can remove uracil in vivo remained unclear. Based on
the genetic properties of dutts ung xth genes in E. coli, we adopted strain BW 276 for our
investigation for the purpose of understanding the physiological role of the UDG activity
on A/U base pairs.
Since the transition from the RNA world to the DNA world, nature has chosen
thymine over uracil as the fourth base in DNA. Because DNA polymerase can incorporate
dUTP to DNA, the level of dUTP in a cell has to be kept minimal to prevent appearance of
uracil in DNA genomes. The highly active dUTPase encoded by the dut gene efficiently
hydrolyzes dUTP to dUMP to serve two important functions. First, it minimizes the dUTP
in the nucleotide pool to prevent its incorporation into DNA. Second, it produces the dUMP,
which is converted to dTMP by thymidylate synthase for DNA synthesis. Once a dUTP is
accidentally incorporated into DNA to form an A/U base pair, the UDG with activity on
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A/U base pairs can remove it through the base excision repair pathway. Thus, dUTPase
and the BER pathway serve as preventative and corrective mechanisms to ensure a uracilfree DNA genome in the DNA world at both the nucleotide and DNA levels. The inverse
correlation between the UDG activity on A/U base pairs and the viability of the BW 276
cells indicates that Tth UDGb can remove uracil from A/U base pairs (Fig. 2.8). The
increase of UDG activity on A/U base pairs accompanied by the corresponding decrease
in viability suggests that the genetic assay correlates well with the in vitro biochemical
assay. Therefore, the genetic system described here can be a useful tool to study other uracil
DNA glycosylases with activity on A/U base pairs.
Unique Catalytic Mechanism - The catalytic mechanisms are most extensively
studied in family 1 UNGs and to a lesser degree in family 2 enzymes. A common theme in
the hydrolysis of N-glycosidic bonds is that an oxacarbenium ion intermediate is formed
in the transition state (38,39). The catalytic power to accelerate the hydrolysis reaction
comes from a combination of activation of the leaving group, stabilization of the
oxacarbenium ion, and activation of water as a nucleophile. For family 1 UNG enzymes,
structural, biochemical, mutational, and kinetic investigations have identified a His residue
(H187 in E. coli UNG) in motif 2 as a critical residue that forms a short hydrogen bond to
O2 of uracil to promote the departure of the uracil anion leaving group (40-44). In addition,
a negatively charged Asp residue (D64 in E. coli UNG) is proposed to act as a general base
to activate a water molecule (40,43,45). For family 2 MUG/TDG enzymes, it is proposed
that an Asn residue (N18 in E. coli MUG), which is located in an equivalent position as
D64 in E. coli UNG, may activate a water molecule to initiate the nucleophilic attack at the
glycosidic bond (46,47). Family 5 UDGb enzymes lack a catalytic Asp/Asn residue in
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motif 1 as seen in family 1 and family 2 enzymes. However, a water molecule was observed
near the conserved N120 in the Tth UDGb structures complexed with AP/G- or AP/Acontaining DNA (19). The conserved H190 in motif 2 is also implicated in the removal of
uracil by the Pae UDGb (12). In light of the broad deaminated base excision specificity
demonstrated in this study (Fig. 2.1B), we set out to identify residues that are important for
the excision of both pyrimidine base damage and purine base damage.
In the Tth UDGb crystal structure, D75 is involved in coordination of a water
molecule through its side chain (19). The D75E mutant, which retained the negative charge
on the side chain, still maintained UDG, HDG and XDG activity (Fig. 2.4B). Other
substitutions result in substantial reduction of XDG, HDG and UDG activity (Fig. 2.4). To
understand the role of D75 in the excision of both pyrimidine and purine base damage, we
modeled U, I and X into the crystal structure and carried out molecular dynamics
simulation analysis. In the modeled Tth UDGb-U structure, the side chain of D75 is in
close proximity to the O4 of uracil. A distance averaging 4.9 Å is consistent with a bridging
water molecule mediating an interaction between D75 and the O4 of uracil (Fig. 2.9A). A
closer look at the modeled Tth UDGb structures suggest that D75 is in close proximity to
the 5’ phosphate of the uridine, which can raise the pKa and facilitate protonation of the
D75 sidechain. This will allow the bridging water molecule to form a hydrogen bond with
the O4, which facilitates the removal of uracil (Fig. 2.10A and 2.10D). Mutations at the
D75 position exhibited more profound effects on HDG and XDG activity (Fig. 2.4). In the
modeled UDGb-I and UDGb-X structures, the protonated sidechain carboxylate of D75
can interact with the N7 in the hypoxanthine and xanthine through a bridging water
molecule in a similar fashion (Fig. 2.10B-E, 2.10C-F). MD analysis indicates that the
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carboxyl side chain is within a distance capable of forming a water-mediated hydrogen
bond with the N7 in the purine bases (Fig. 2.9B-C). On the other hand, the lack of
interaction to the N7 moiety in oxanine may in part be responsible for the lack of ODG
activity although the interaction with the N3 in oxanine appears feasible (Fig. 2.9D-E).
Activation of a purine base through hydrogen bonding or protonation has been proposed
as a catalytic mechanism for the cleavage of glycosidic bonds in purine nucleotides. In
acid-catalyzed hydrolysis of purine nucleosides, N7 and N3 protonations promote the
departure of the purine base (48). In enzyme-catalyzed reactions, MutY, a DNA repair
glycosylase involved in removal of adenine from G/A base pairs, catalyzes the excision of
adenine by protonating the N7 position (49,50). Biochemical and structural studies identify
a Glu residue (E37 in E. coli MutY and E43 in Bacillus stearothermophilus MutY) in the
active site that can serve as a general acid in promoting N7 protonation (51-55). The close
proximity of a water molecule between the E43 in B. stearothermophilus MutY and N7
indicates that the proton for N7 protonation can come from water coordinated by E43 (56).
Within the UDG superfamily, we identified an S23-N7 interaction in the E. coli family 2
MUG enzyme and an M64 main chain-N7 interaction in the family 3 Geobacter
metallireducens SMUG1 enzyme that play an important role in the excision of xanthine
bases (10,21). Apparently, N7 interaction or protonation is a common catalytic mechanism
for leaving group activation in the hydrolysis of purine deaminated bases.
According to the AP site cocrystal structure, N120 is involved in coordinating a
water molecule that is located on the opposite side of the deoxyribose (19). Elimination of
the amide group or lengthening of the amide group by one methylene carbon leads to the
loss of XDG activity and a substantial reduction of HDG and UDG activity (Fig. 2.5).
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Figure 2.9 Two-dimensional scatter plots of heavy atom distances in the active
site of enzyme-DNA complexes obtained from MD trajectories.A, distances for
interactions between Asp75 and uridine. B, distances for interactions between Asp75 and inosine.
C, distances for interactions between Asp75 and xanthosine. D, distances for interactions
between Asp75 and oxanosine. E, distances for interactions between Asn120, His190, and
oxanosine. F, distances for interactions between Asn120, His190, and uridine. G, distances for
interactions between Asn120, His190, and inosine. H and I, distances for interactions between
Asn120, His190, and xanthosine.

Based on the structural information and biochemical analysis, we speculate that N120 may
perform a functional role similar to N18 in E. coli family 2 MUG, in which the Asn helps
activate/position a water molecule for initiating a nucleophilic attack on the glycosidic
bond. According to MD analysis, an average distance between OD1 of N120 and C1’
carbon of deoxyribose is approximately 5.0 Å (Fig. 2.9F-H). A structural comparison
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between N18 in MUG and N120 in Tth UDGb is shown in Fig. 2.11. While differences in
the sequence lengths between the Tth UDGb and the E. coli MUG enzyme prevent a perfect
alignment, strong structural similarity is noted in the core secondary structural elements
including five β-sheets and four α-helices (Fig. 2.11A). The strong structural similarity is
also noted in the active sites (Fig. 2.11B). The N18 in MUG and N120 in Tth UDGb
hydrogen bond with water through their sidechains, positioning the water molecule
proximal to the anomeric carbon of the bound nucleotide. Thus, different families in the
UDG superfamily have adopted the same amino acid residue in different structural
locations to perform a similar function.

Figure 2.10 Close-up views of the Tth UDGb-DNA active site interactions in
the energy minimized structures. Tube trace of the protein is colored in tan. Uridine (U),
inosine (I), and xanthosine (X), as well as amino acids Asp75, Asn120, and His190, are colored by
atom type. Water molecules are labeled in purple. Dashed lines indicate inferred hydrogen
bonds or water association. A, modeled Tth UDGb-U interactions. B, modeled Tth UDGb-I
interactions. C, modeled Tth UDGb-X interactions. D, chemical illustration of Tth UDGb-U
interactions. E, chemical illustration of Tth UDGb-I interactions. F, chemical illustration of Tth
UDGb-X interactions.
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Figure 2.11 Comparison of interactions between Tth UDGb-N120 with water
and E. coli MUG-N18 with water.A, superimposition of UDGb-AP structure (Protein
Data Bank code 2DEM; green) with E. coli MUG structure (Protein Data Bank code 1MUG;
silver). The AP site is colored by atom type. The two structures were superimposed using the
program VMD. B, close-up view of Tth UDGb-N120-water and E. coli MUG-N18-water
interactions using the same coloring scheme described in A. Asn120 and the interacting water in
Tth UDGb structure are shown in purple. Asn18 and the interacting water in the MUG structure
are shown in orange.

Among the six families within the UDG superfamily, families 1, 3, 4 and 5 contain
a His residue at the beginning of motif 2 (Fig. 2.3B). Mutational studies in family 1
enzymes confirm that the His residue plays an important role in catalysis and suggests that
H187 in E. coli UNG can form a hydrogen bond with O2 of uracil (41-43). Spectroscopic
analyses indicate that H187 in E. coli UNG is neutral and forms a short hydrogen bond
with the O2 group (44,57). Mutational and biochemical investigations in family 3 SMUG1
enzymes also underscore the importance of the His residue in motif 2 in catalysis (10,58).
Data from this work indicate that H190 in family 5 Tth UDGb is critical for all deaminated
base glycosylase activity (Fig. 2.6). The elimination of the imidazole side chain renders the
enzyme essentially inactive except for a minor HDG activity on G/I base pairs and a barely
detectable XDG activity on G/X base pairs (Fig. 2.6). H190N and H190S can rescue the
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activity to a very limited extent (Fig. 2.6). Evidently, UDG activity relies on H190 in motif
2 since H190A is the only mutant that results in a loss of UDG activity. D75A and N120A
mutants reduce but do not completely eliminate the UDG activity. Similar to family 1 UNG
enzymes, MD analysis suggests that H190 can form a hydrogen bond with O2 of uracil
(Fig. 2.9F). The predominant role H190 plays in UDG activity suggests that the catalysis
of glycosidic bond hydrolysis during uracil excision is likely to follow a stepwise DN*AN
mechanism in which the uracil base departs as a uracil anion. Similar to the catalytic
mechanism in family 1 UNG enzymes, the hydrogen bonding provided by H190 can
promote the departure of the leaving group by stabilizing the uracil anion. This appears to
be the main catalytic power endowed in family 5 Tth UDGb for uracil excision.
H190 is also important for hypoxanthine and xanthine excision (Fig. 2.6). Similar
to nonenzymatic purine nucleoside hydrolysis (48), the hydrogen bonding provided by
H190 to N3 of hypoxanthine could promote the departure of hypoxanthne. Biochemical
studies using adenine analogs also indicate that E. coli MutY utilizes the N3 interaction to
enhance adenine excision (59). In the modeled structure, the hydrogen in NE2 of H190 of
Tth UDGb is within 2.1 Å of the N3 of hypoxanthine (Fig. 2.10B and 2.10E), consistent
with a moderately strong hydrogen bond. MD analysis also supports the hydrogen bonding
model between H190 and N3 of hypoxanthine (Fig. 2.9G). For the xanthine-containing
base pairs, although normally the N3 position is shown as protonated, xanthosine exists as
a monoanion under physiological conditions (60,61). Thus, as supported by the modeled
structure and MD analysis (Fig. 2.9H, Fig. 2.10C and 2.10F), H190 can promote the
departure of xanthine through hydrogen bonding with the N3 moiety of xanthosine. H190
is 3.5 Å and 4.2 Å from N3 and O2 of xanthosine based on the energy minimized structure,
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raising the possibility of forming a bidentate hydrogen bond (Fig. 2.10C and 2.10F). MD
analysis also supports the possibility of a bidentate hydrogen bond (Fig. 2.9H-I). The
caveat here is that for the excision of deaminated purine bases, the potential water
activation by N120 and the water mediated N7 contact by D75 are also important.
Therefore, family 5UDGb enzymes may rely on the concerted action of multiple catalytic
residues to excise hypoxanthine and xanthine and are likely to catalyze the N-glycosidic
bond hydrolysis through a dissociative ANDN mechanism.
In summary, this study for the first time comprehensively investigated deaminated
base repair by the family 5 Tth UDGb enzyme. The data presented here reveals that family
UDGb enzymes are uracil, hypoxanthine and xanthine DNA glycosylases. The inverse
correlation between cellular viability and the UDG activity on A/U base pairs offers a tool
to study the role of different UDG enzymes in keeping uracil out of DNA in the DNA
world. In addition to taking advantage of greater tendency for base flipping that occurs in
damaged DNA base pairs, family 5 UDGb enzymes have adapted multiple mechanisms to
achieve deaminated base excision. Whereas the UDG activity heavily relies on the leaving
group activation mediated by O2 of uracil and H190 to excise a uracil base, the family
UDGb enzymes combine an existing catalytic element (H190 in Tth UDGb) with
additional nucleophile activation and purine specific leaving group activation mechanisms
to expand their DNA repair capacity. As such, family 5 UDGb offers an example of how
an enzyme may strategically acquire catalytic elements to broaden its specificity.
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CHAPTER THREE
CATALYTIC MECHANISM OF FAMILY 4 UDGA AND ENHANCING
CATALYTIC EFFICIENCY BY CORRELATED MUTATION
I.

Abstract
Uracil DNA glycosylase (UDG) is an essential enzyme for the removal of uracil

from DNA introduced by cytosine deamination or misincorporation of dUMP by DNA
polymerase during replication. Family 4 UDGa is one of six families in the UDG
superfamily found in nature. Here, we report that family 4 UDGa from Thermus
thermophiles is a robust uracil DNA glycosylase that only acts on double-stranded and
single-stranded uracil-containing DNA. A series of contacts orchestrated by E41, E47, F54,
N80 and H155 in Tth UDGa defines a tight uracil binding pocket. Based on mutational,
kinetic and modeling analyses, a catalytic mechanism involving leaving group stabilization
by H155 and water coordination by N89 is proposed. The correlation of E41 with G42
positions provides insight on the need of coevolution for enhancing catalytic efficiency
during protein divergence.
II.

Introduction
Cytosine (C) bases in DNA is prone to deamination to become uracil (U) bases (1).

Because U pairs with adenine during DNA replication, G/C base pairs can be mutated to
A/T base pairs due to deamination. C to T transition mutation is a prominent genetic change
(2). Uracil in DNA is in general removed by uracil DNA glycosylase (UDG) through base
excision repair (BER) pathway (3). The uracil DNA glycosylase (UDG) superfamily
consists of six families with distinct enzymatic and repair properties. With the exception
of family 6 hypoxanthine DNA glycosylases, families from 1 to 5 all contain uracil DNA
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glycosylase activity. Family 1 UNG stands out as an extraordinarily robust UDG that
removes uracil from both double-stranded and single-stranded uracil-containing DNA (4).
The UDG activity in families 2, 3, 5 is orders of magnitude lower than family 1 UNG but
can act on a variety of deaminated bases from hypoxanthine, a deamination product of
adenine; to xanthine or oxanine, deamination products of guanine (5-8).
Family 4 UDGa was initially discovered in the hyperthermophilic bacterium
Thermotoga maritima (9), then later in archaea (10-12). UDGa from thermophilic
bacterium Thermus thermophilus (Tth) can remove uracil in vitro and reduce mutation rate
in vivo (13,14). The crystal structure of Tth UDGa with uracil base is solved, which
indicates that family 4 enzymes adopt a similar structural fold as seen in other families
within the UDG superfamily (15). While previous studies have provided valuable
information on family 4 UDGa enzymes, some fundamental questions remain to be
answered. How broad is the specificity of UDGa towards other deaminated bases? How
does the active site in UDGa catalyze the cleavage of the glycosidic bond in deaminated
DNA? How efficient are the family 4 UDGa enzymes? To answer these questions, we
conducted a comprehensive biochemical, mutational, kinetics and molecular dynamics
analysis using UDGa from T. thermophilus as a model. Resembling family 1 UNG, Tth
UDGa acts exclusively as an efficient UDG on double-stranded and single-stranded uracilcontaining DNA, with no detectable activity on hypoxanthine-, xanthine-, or oxaninecontaining DNA. Extensive mutational, enzyme kinetics studies coupled with molecular
modeling and molecular dynamics analyses have led to a model that relies on a histidine
residue in motif 2 to stabilize a departing negatively charged uracilate. Strikingly, a double
substitution of E41-G42 by E41Q-G42D in motif 1 is able to rescue the detrimental effects
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of single substitution by one to two orders of magnitude. Molecular modeling and
molecular dynamics analysis reveal that the correlated mutation of E41Q-G42D brings the
catalytic histidine in a closer position to stabilize the leaving group. This study underscores
the significance of correlated mutation in achieving enzyme catalytic efficiency.
III.

Materials and methods

Reagents, media, and strains
All routine chemical reagents were purchased from Sigma Chemicals (St. Louis,
MO), Fisher Scientific (Suwanee, GA), or VWR (Suwanee, GA). Restriction enzymes,
Phusion DNA polymerase, and T4 DNA ligase were purchased from New England Biolabs
(Beverly, MA). Bovine serum albumin and dNTPs were purchased from Promega
(Madison, WI). Gel DNA recovery Kit was purchased from Zymo Research (Irvine, CA).
Oligodeoxyribonucleotides were ordered from Integrated DNA Technologies Inc.
(Coralville, IA) and Eurofins Genomics (Huntsville, AL). The LB medium was prepared
according to standard recipes. Hi-Di Formamide and GeneScan 500 LIZ dye Size Standard
for ABI3130xl were purchased from Applied Biosystems. The Tth UDGa sonication buffer
consisted of 20 mM Tris-HCl (pH7.5), 1 mM ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA)
(pH8.0), 2.5 mM DTT, 0.15 mM PMSF, and 50 mM NaCl. The GeneScan stop buffer
consisted of 80% formamide (Amresco, Solon,OH), 50 mM EDTA (pH8.0), and 1% blue
dextran (Sigma Chemicals). The TE buffer consisted of 10 mM Tris-HCl (pH8.0) and 1
mM EDTA.
Cloning, Expression and Purification of Tth UDGa
The uracil DNA glycosylase gene from T. thermophilus HB8 (TtUDGA) (GenBank
accession number: AB109239.1) was amplified by PCR using the forward primer Tth
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UDGaF (5’ TCG TATGTCCATATGACCCTGGAACTGCTTCAGGC -3’ (NdeI)) and
the reverse primer Tth UDGaR (5’ ATCGTACTCGAGGAAGAGGGGCTCCTGGC
TCACC -3’ (XhoI)). The PCR reaction mixture (20 μl) consisted 10 ng T. thermophilus
HB8 genomic DNA, 500 nM forward and reverse primers, 1x phusion polymerase buffer,
200 μM each dNTP and 0.2 unit of phusion polymerase (New England Biolabs). The PCR
procedure included a predenaturation step at 98°C for 30 s; 30 cycles of three-step
amplification with each cycle consisting of denaturation at 98°C for 15 s, annealing at 60°C
for 15 s, and extension at 72°C for 20 s; and a final extension step at 72°C for 10 min. The
PCR product was purified and cloned into pET21a. The recombinant plasmid was
confirmed by DNA sequencing.
Site-directed mutagenesis was performed by using an overlapping extension PCR
procedure similarly as previously described (6). Taking the mutant E41Q as an example:
The first round of PCR was carried out using plasmid pET21a-Tth-UDGa as template DNA
with two pairs of primers, Tth-UDGaF and E41QR (5’- CTCCTCCCCGGGG
CCCTGCCCCACGATCATGAGCT-3’)

pair;

E41QF

(5’-CTCATGATCGTGGG

GCAGGGCCCCGGGGAGGAGGA-3’) and Tth-UDGaR pair. The PCR products were
electrophoresed on 1% agarose gel and the expected PCR fragments were purified from
gel slices by Gel DNA clean Kit. The second run of the PCR reaction mixture (20 μl),
which contained 1 μl of each of the first run PCR fragments, 200 μM dNTPs, 1×Phusion
DNA polymerase buffer, and 0.2 units of Phusion DNA polymerase (New England
Biolabs), was initially carried out with a predenaturation step at 95 °C for 30 s; 5 cycles
with each cycle of denaturation at 98 °C for 15 s, annealing at 60 °C for 15 s, and extension
at 72 °C for 30 s; and a final extension at 72 °C for 5 min. Afterward, 500 nM of outside
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primers (Tth-UDGaF and Tth-UDGaR) was added to the above PCR reaction mixture. The
subsequent overlapping PCR amplification included a predenaturation step at 98 °C for 15
s; 30 cycles with each cycle of denaturation at 98 °C for 15 s, annealing at 60 °C for 15 s,
and extension at 72°C for 30 s; and a final extension at 72°C for 10 min. Subsequent
molecular cloning procedures were performed as previously described. The purified PCR
products digested with a pair of BamHI and XhoI endonucleases were ligated to the cloning
vector pET21a treated with the same pair of restriction endonucleases. The recombinant
plasmids containing the desired mutations were confirmed by DNA sequencing and
transformed into E. coli strain BL21 (DE3).
The pET21a-Tth-UDGa was transformed into E. coli strain BL21 (DE3) by the
standard protocol to express the C-terminal His-6-tagged Tth UDGa protein. Briefly, the
protein was induced by 0.5 mM IPTG at 16 °C for 12h. After sonication and purification,
fractions (300–400 mM imidazole, 60-80% chelating buffer B) containing the Tth UDGa
protein as seen on 12.5% SDS-PAGE were pooled and concentrated by Amicon YM-10
(Millipore). The concentration of Tth UDGa protein was determined by SDS-PAGE
analysis using bovine serum albumin as a standard and confirmed by measuring absorption
at A280. The protein was stored in aliquots at -80 °C. Prior to use, the protein was diluted
with 2 x storage buffer (20 mM Tris-HCl pH8.0, 2 mM DTT, 2 mM EDTA, 400 μg/ml
BSA, 100% Glycerol).
Oligodeoxynucleotide substrates
Oligodeoxynucleotides

containing

deoxyuridine

(U),

deoxyinosine

(I),

deoxyxanthosine (X) or deoxyoxanosine (O) were obtained or constructed as previously
described (6).
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DNA glycosylase activity assays
DNA glycosylase cleavage assays for Tth UDGa were performed under optimized
reaction conditions at 60°C in a 10 μl reaction mixture containing 10 nM oligonucleotide
substrate, 100 nM glycosylase, 20 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.6), 100 mM KCl, 1 mM DTT, and
1 mM EDTA. The resulting abasic sites were cleaved by incubation at 95 °C for 5 min
after adding 1 μl of 1 M NaOH. Samples for ABI 377 sequencer (Applied Biosystem) were
prepared by mixing equal volume of GeneScan stop buffer and reaction mixture. After
incubation at 95 °C for 5 min, 3.5 μl samples were loaded into 10% denaturing
polyacrylamide gel. Electrophoresis was conducted at 1500 V for 1.5 h using the ABI 377
sequencer. Cleavage products and remaining substrates were quantified using the
GeneScan analysis software. Samples for ABI 3130xl sequencer (Applied Biosystems)
were prepared by mixing 2 μl of reaction mixture with 7.8 μl Hi-Di Formamide and 0.2 μl
GeneScan 500 LIZ Size Standard. A total of 10 μl sample was loaded into ABI 3130xl and
run with a fragment analysis module. Cleavage products and remaining substrates were
analyzed by Gene Mapper.
Enzyme Kinetic Analysis.
Uracil DNA glycosylase assay was performed at 60°C with 20 nM G/U substrates
with enzyme in excess ranging from 100 nM to 3200 nM. Samples were collected at time
points from 2 s, 5 s, 10 s, 30 s, 1 min, 2.5 min, 5 min, 10 min, 15 min, 25 min, 30 min, 40
min and 60 min. The apparent rate constants for each concentration were determined by
curve fitting using the integrated first-order rate equation [1]:
[1]
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Where P is the product yield, Pmax is the maximal yield, t is time and kobs is apparent rate
constant.
The kinetic parameters k2 and Km were obtained from plots of kobs against total
enzyme concentration ([E0]) using a standard hyperbolic kinetic expression with program
GraphPad 4.1 following the equation [2] (16)

[2]

For some mutants with a large Km in which Km >> [E0], the kinetic parameter
k2/Km values were obtained from plots of kobs against total enzyme concentration ([E0])
using a linear regression with program GraphPad 4.1 following the equation [3] (17).

[3]

Molecular modeling and mutant making
The crystal structure of TthUDGa and product complex was acquired from the
RCSB Protein Data Bank (accession code 1UI0), and used as a model for subsequent
computational analysis. Structure of substrates flipped-out DNA was extracted from the
crystal structure of human UDG-DNA complex (PDB accession code 1EMH) (18) using
the Swiss-Pdb Viewer (SPDBV) program (19). Mutants E41Q, G42D and E41Q/G42D of
TthUDGa were also made using the mutation tool in Swiss-Pdb Viewer program and the
“best rotamer” was chosen with the lowest clash score.
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Molecular dynamics simulations
After building the initial complex structures, an explicit solvent system using the
TIP3P water model was constructed in the CHARMM c35b6 molecular mechanics package
(20) using a suitably sized box. The minimum distance between any of the atoms of the
solvated TthUDGa/DNA complex and the box boundary was maintained to at least 9 Å.
Sodium chloride ions were added to the system to achieve an electrical neutral system. The
CHARMM 27 all hydrogen force field for proteins (21) and nucleic acids (22) were used.
Particle-mesh Ewald summation (23) was applied in the periodic boundaries condition for
the efficient calculation of long-range electrostatic interaction. Energy minimization was
performed by using 4000 steepest descent steps followed by adopted basis NewtonRaphson (ABNR) method with the harmonic constraints from 10 to 1 kcal/(mol•Å2) in
decrements of 3 kcal/(mol•Å2) every 1000 steps to remove any unfavorable van der Waals
clashes while minimally perturbing the original model x-ray structure. Using a Langevin
barostat (24), an isothermal-isobaric ensemble (NPT) was constructed in NAMD program
(25) and system has been heated gradually from 100K to 300K over a period of 400ps. An
integration time step of 1fs was used in order to avoid any significant structural
deformation during equilibration and production run. Coordinates were saved every 2ps.
A total of 2 ns equilibration and 3 ns production simulation were performed for each
structural analysis. VMD 1.9.1(26) had been used for visualization purposes.
MM-PBSA interaction energy calculation of ground state and transition state
Molecular mechanics Poisson-Boltzmann solvent accessible surface area (MMPBSA) approach, G = < G𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 > + < G𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 > + < G𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 >, was used to calculate binding
free energy difference of each constructed TthUDGa/DNA complexes. The molecular
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mechanics energy, G𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 , used an infinite cutoff to evaluate the non-bonded interactions.

Poisson-Boltzmann polar solvation interaction energies, G𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 , were solved with CHARMM

using the PBEQ module, which allows the setting up and a successive over relaxation

method to solve the Poisson-Boltzmann equation on a discretized grid for the complexes.
The bulk solvent dielectric constant and protein interior dielectric constant were set to 80.0
and 4.0, respectively. The non-polar solvation energy, G𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 , was approximated with 𝐺𝐺𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 =

𝛾𝛾(𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆) + 𝛽𝛽 , where 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 was solvent-accessible surface area, 𝛾𝛾 = 0.00542 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘/
𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚Å2 and 𝛽𝛽 = 0.92 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘/𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚. Solvent accessible surface with a 1.4 Å solvent probe

radius was constructed for the solvent-solute dielectric boundary. Non-entropic
contribution of MM-PBSA interaction energies change between each amino acid of
enzyme and flipping out nucleotide after binding, ∆G = G𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 − 𝐺𝐺𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 − 𝐺𝐺𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 ,
were also evaluated. Mulliken charges from reference (27) was scaled and applied to the
Charmm partial atomic charge for the purpose of simulating transition state. Two binding
free energies of TthUDGa/DNA complexes (∆G𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 and ∆𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 ) based on different partial

atomic charges was compared for MMPBSA analysis. Differences between them was then
estimated according to ∆∆G = ∆G𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 − ∆𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 , which can be correlated to enzyme efficiency.
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IV.

Results

Substrate specificity of Tth UDGa
Family 4 UDGa is a distinct family in UDG superfamily with limited sequence
homology with other families (Fig. 3.1A). Previous reports show that UDGa is a uracil
DNA glyocosylase that can act on both double-stranded and single-stranded uracilcontaining DNA (10,11,13,28). However, it is not known that whether family 4 UDGa can
excise

other

deaminated

bases.

Using

deoxyoligonucleotide-containing

uracil,

hypoxanthine, xanthine, and oxanine, we tested the deaminated repair glycosylase activity
of Thermus thermophilus UDGa on all double-stranded and single-stranded substrates. Tth
UDGa exhibited robust glycosylase activity on all uracil substrates but did not show any
detectable activity on other deaminated bases (Fig. 3.1B and data not shown). The robust
UDG activity was further confirmed by a time course analysis (Fig. 3.1C). In the initial
measurement, the reactions were largely completed within a minute. This was confirmed
by a 60 sec time course analysis. The excision of all uracil-containing substrates except for
the A/U base pair was essentially completed within 30 sec (Fig. 3.1C). Since enzymes in
families 2, 3, 5 and 6 can excise other deaminated bases. Apparently, family 4 UDGa has
similar narrow substrate specificity as family 1 UNG.
Uracil binding pocket and catalytic mechanism
The availability of crystal structures of both family 4 Tth UDGa and family 1 UNG
allows a structural comparison of the uracil binding pockets (15). In Tth UDGa, the uracil
binding pocket is defined by E41, G42, E47, F54, N80 and H155, whereas in family 1
UNG, uracil is surrounded by Q63, D64, Y66, F77, N123 and H187 (Fig. 3.1D and 3.1E).
To understand the importance of these residues in binding and catalysis, we made a series
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Figure 3.1 Sequence alignment, UDG activity and uracil binding pocket of
Family 4 Tth UDGa. A. Sequence alignment in family 4 UDGa and comparison with other
UDG families. The alignment was based on BLAST and CLUSTALW analysis and constructed
manually. Family 4 (UDGa): Tth, T. thermophilus HB27, YP_004341.1; Pae, P. aerophilum
str. IM2, NP_558739.1; Dra, D. radiodurans R1, NP_295474 (DR 1751); Tma, Thermotoga
maritima MSB8, NP_228321.1; Nmu, Nitrosospira multiformis, YP_412806. Family 1 (UDG):
Eco, E. coli, NP_289138. Family 2 (MUG/TDG): Eco, E. coli, P0A9H1. Family 3 (SMUG1):
Gme, G. metallireducens GS-15,YP_383069. Family 5 (UDGb): Tth, T. thermophilus HB8,
YP_144415.1. Family 6 (HDG): Mba, Methanosarcina barkeri str. Fusaro, YP_304295.1. B.
DNA glycosylase activity of Tth UDGa on U-containing DNA substrates. Cleavage reactions
were performed as described under “Materials and Methods” with 100 nM WT Tth UDGa
protein and 10 nM substrate. NC, negative control without addition of enzyme. C. Time course
analysis of DNA glycosylase activity of WT Tth UDGa on U-containing DNA substrates. ()
C/U; () G/U; () A/U; () T/U; () single-stranded U. D. Uracil binding pocket in the
active site of Tth UDGa crystal structure (PDB code 1UI0). Uracil is colored by atom type.
Amino acid residues interacting with the uracil are highlighted in licorice in program VMD. E.
Uracil binding pocket in the active site of E. coli UNG crystal structure (PDB code 2EUG).
Uracil is colored by atom type. Amino acid residues interacting with the uracil are highlighted
in licorice in program VMD.
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of amino acid substitutions. N89 was also investigated because it is located in an identical
position that could play a catalytic role as previously indicated in the study of family 5 Tth
UDGb (7). Initially, we screened the UDG activity of all 29 mutants using all five uracilcontaining substrates (Table 3.1). The impairment on UDG activity varied depending on
the positions and substitutions. The most severe reduction was at H155 position while the
least one was at N89 position. Other mutants also showed substantial effects on UDG
Table 3.1 Glycosylase activity of Tth UDGa on
uracil substrates a

activity. To more accurately
quantify the mutational effects
on binding and catalysis, we
measure the kinetic constants for
the wild type and mutant UDGa.
Because the loss of catalytic
activity was too great to allow
the use of conventional steady
state kinetics, we adopted a
kinetic

method

that

was

previously used for the study of
noncognate site in EcoRI and
EcoRV

restriction

enzymes

(16,17). In the case that the kobs
was plateaued with increasing
enzyme concentrations, Km and
k2 would be obtained (Fig. 3.2A101

B). In the case that the Km was increased to a degree that the plot of kobs versus the total
enzyme concentration was linear, only the k2/Km would be determined (Fig. 3.2C).
Based on the Tth UDGa structure complexed with a uracil base (15), the mainchain
NH of E41 interacts with the O2 of
uracil. Substitution of E41 with Ala,
Asp, Asn, and Gln all caus ed a
substantial reduction in UDG activity,
in particular for the A/U base pair and
the single-stranded uracil-containing
substrate. Kinetic measurements for the
E41Q mutant showed that the k2/Km
was reduced b y t hree orders of
magnitude (Table 3.2). Similar effect
was observed for substitution in the
adjacent G42 position. Interestingly,
two substitutions with a carboxyl
sidechain (G42D and G42E) were
relatively more active than the other
substitutions. In family 1 UNG, the
equivalent position is occupied by an
Asp residue (Fig. 3.1A). The G42D
Figure 3.2 Representative kinetics
analysis of the wild type and mutant Tth
UDGa glycosylase. See Materials and
Methods for details. A. Tth UDGa-WT. B. Tth
UDGa-N89A. C. Tth UDGa-N80A.
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mutant lowered the k2/Km by two orders
of magnitude (Table 3.2). E47A

substitution also caused a similar two orders of magnitude reduction in UDG activity on
the G/U base pair (Table 3.2). The mutational effects on F54 depended on the nature of
substitution. Whereas F54A and F54H had a significant effect on the UDG activity, the
conserved change by replacement of F54 with the aromatic Tyr largely retained the UDG
activity (Table 3.1). The loss of the aromatic sidechain caused a 17-fold reduction in k2/Km
value (Table 3.2). N80 makes bidentate hydrogen bonds to the N3 and O4 of uracil (Fig.
3.1D). Substitutions at N80 lowered the k2/Km by over 40-fold (Table 3.2). N89A mutant
reduced the UDG activity to a lesser degree and was one of the mutants that both Km and
Table 3.2 Kinetic constants of Tth UDGa on
G/U substrate a

k2 could be obtained (Fig. 3.2B, Tables 3.1 and 3.2). Whereas the Km for N89A was slightly
reduced as compared with the wild type enzyme, the k2 was reduced by almost 7-fold
(Table 3.2). These results indicate a role of N89 in catalysis and will be discussed later.
H155S exhibited its effects mostly on k2 while the Km was only slightly reduced. The k2
effect was much more profound than the N89A mutant, resulting in over three orders of
magnitude difference as compared with the wild type Tth UDGa (Table 3.2).
Correlated mutations in motif 1
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The robust and exclusive glycosylase activity on uracil-containing DNA prompted
us to compare the sequences of family 4 UDGa and family 1 UNG closely. Whereas several
important structural elements for the UDG function are highly conserved, a notable
difference is that in motif 1 the E41-G42 doublet is replaced by Q63-D64 (Fig. 3.1A). The
single mutations described above have already shown that substitutions in E41 and G42
are detrimental to the catalytic function of Tth UDGa. In light of the highly conserved
nature of the QD doublet in family 1 UNG enzymes, we thought that these two positions
may be correlated during evolution for some family enzymes in the UDG superfamily. To
test this possibility, we replaced the EG doublet in family 4 Tth UDGa with the QD doublet
in family 1 UNG. Indeed, the E41Q-G42D mutant was more robust than any of the single
mutants (Table 3.1). To quantitatively compare the catalytic efficiencies, we measured the
kinetic constants. The k2/Km of the Tth UDGa E41Q-G42D was only 5-fold lower than the
wild type enzyme (Table 3.2 and 3.3). Remarkably, the double mutant enhanced the
catalytic efficiencies of E41Q and G42D by 108-fold and 17-fold, respectively. These
results underscore the important structural and functional correlation of QD doublet in both
family 1 UNG and family 4 UDGa.
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V.

Discussion
Family 4 UDGa enzymes are found in prokaryotes, while family 1 UNG are

common in eukaryotes and bacteria. This study comprehensively investigated the
deaminated repair activity of family 4 UDGa. To understand the mutational effects and the
catalytic mechanism, we also modeled DNA into the Tth UDGa crystal structure (Fig.
3.3A). Data presented here indicate that family 4 UDGa is a glycosylase with rather narrow
substrate specificity. Despite its low sequence homology, the uracil binding pocket of
family 4 UDGa shares some similar features as seen in family 1 UNG (Fig. 3.1 and 3.3).
The mainchain of E41 in motif 1 (equivalent to Q63 in Eco UNG) and the sidechain of
H155 (equivalent to H187 in Eco UNG) in motif 2 interact with O2 of uracil, whereas the
sidechain of N80 (equivalent to N123 in Eco UNG) form bidentate hydrogen bonds with
N3 and O4 of uracil (Figs. 3.1 and 3.3). The aromatic sidechain of F54 (equivalent to F77
in Eco UNG) stacks on top of the uracil ring while its mainchain contacts the O4 of uracil
(Figs. 3.1 and 3.3). A distinctly different arrangement is E47 in Tth UDGa, which blocks
the entry of thymine (Figs. 3.1 and 3.3). In Eco UNG, Y66 plays a similar role in
distinguishing uracil from thymine. The crystal structures complexed with uracil show that
E47 in Tth UDGa and Y66 in Eco UNG are located in different structure contexts (Fig.
Table 3.3 Enhancement of Tth UDGa E41Q-G42D double substitution on UDG
activity and free energy a
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3.4). In Tth UDGa, the sidechain of E47 is brought to close proximity to C5 of uracil by
an α-helix, while the sidechain of Y66 in Eco UNG located in the loop faces the C5 of
uracil (Fig. 3.4A-3.4B). The helix form does not seem possible with Eco UNG because the
position equivalent to E47 is occupied by a highly conserved proline residue (P69). The
alignment of E47 and Y66 with their corresponding uracil is further underscored by
superimposition of Tth UDGa with Eco UNG (Fig. 3.4B). Mutations in the uracil binding
pocket appears to affect the binding affinity to uracil by substantially increasing the Km
(Table 3.2). Among the six families in the UDG superfamily, glycine (G44 in Tth UDGa)
appears in all five families with the exception of family 1, which is occupied by a tyrosine
(Y66 in Eco UNG) (Fig. 3.1A). While the Tyr residue blocks thymine which even differs

Figure 3.3 Modeled structure and proposed catalytic mechanism of Tth
UDGa. A. Modeled structure of Tth UDGa complexed with uracil-containing DNA in the
energy minimized structure. The protein structure is shown in the background in light gray.
dUMP is colored by atom type. Amino acid residues in the active site of Tth UDGa are shown
in licorice in program VMD. B. Interactions of N89 and H155 with dUMP in the modeled
structure. The water molecule found in the modeled structure between N89 and the C1’ carbon
is shown in purple. Water molecule is shown as a sphere in purple. C. Proposed catalytic
mechanism of family 4 Tth UDGa glycosylase. See text for details.
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from uracil only by a methyl group from entering the binding pocket, the adaption of a Gly
residue in families 2, 3, 5 and 6 may play a role in enabling these families to act on a more
bulky purine deaminated bases such as hypoxanthine or xanthine or methylcytosine
derivatives such as carboxylcytosine or formylcytosine (6-8,29,30). Indeed, structural

Figure 3.4 Comparison of E47 of Tth UDGa with Y66 of Eco UNG. A. Amino
acid residues 40-50 of Tth UDGa and uracil in the crystal structure (PDB code 1UI0). Uracil is
colored by atom type. Amino acid residues are shown in licorice in program VMD. B. Amino
acid residues 62-72 of Eco UNG and uracil in the crystal structure (PDB code 2EUG). C.
Superimposition of Tth UDGa with Eco UNG. E47 of Tth UDGa and the uracil in the crystal
structure are shown in red. Y66 of Eco UNG and the uracil in the crystal structure are shown in
green. The two structures were superimposed using the program Topmatch.
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comparisons show that the Gly residue is located in an extensive loop region, which could
allow the flipping of a bulkier base into the binding pocket (Fig. 3.5). On the other hand,
replacement of the Gly with a Tyr can block the flipped out base from entering the binding
pocket, as seen in family 3 SMUG1 (6).
The cleavage of the N-glycosidic bond between the uracil and deoxyribose is
achieved through the formation of an oxacarbenium ion intermediate and attacking of the
anomeric carbon by a water molecule (31,32). Activation of the leaving group, stabilization

Figure 3.5 Comparison of UDG families with family 1 Eco UNG in the
secondary structural segment around Y66. A. Modeled family 2 Eco MUG structure
(PDB code 1MUG) complexed with xanthine. B. Family 2 hTDG structure (PDB code 3UOB)
complexed with carboxylcytosine. C. Family 3 Xenopus laevis structure (PDB code 3UOB)
complexed with carboxylcytosine. D. Modeled family 5 Tth UDGa structure (PDB code
2DEM) complexed with hypoxanthine.
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of the oxacarbenium ion and activation/positioning of water as a nucleophile may
contribute to the catalysis. The catalytic mechanism underlying the hydrolysis of the Nglycosidic bond in family 4 UDGa is not understood. In family 1 UNG, a His residue (H187
in Eco UNG) in motif 2 can act as a general acid to stabilize the uracil leaving group and
an Asp residue (D64 in Eco UNG) in motif 1 is proposed to activate a water molecule as a
general base (33-35). Part of the challenge in suggesting a catalytic mechanism for family
4 UDGa lies at the fact that the water-activating Asp residue in motif 1 of family 1 UNG
is a Gly or Ala residue in motif 1 of family 4 UDGa (Fig. 3.1A). This work implicates two
residues as playing an important role in catalysis. Mutational effects at N89 and H155
positions are mainly at the catalytic step (Table 3.2). The four orders of magnitude change
in k2 and k2/Km by H155S substitution indicates that H155 in motif 2 is critical for catalysis.
The contact made between the H155-NE2 and O2 of uracil can stabilize the uracil leaving
group, thus promoting the cleavage of the N-glycosidic bond (Fig. 3.3B). Similarly, H187
in Eco UNG makes a large contribution to transition state stabilization by forming a
hydrogen bond (34,36). In the modeled structure, N89 in a sequence segment we named
motif 3 is located on the opposite site of the uracil relative to the deoxyribose (Figs. 3.1A
and 3.3B). In the sequence alignment shown in Fig. 1A, N89 corresponds to N120 in family
5 Tth UDGb. The kinetics analysis shows that N89 in Tth UDGa plays a significant
catalytic role (Table 3.2). Previously, we proposed that N120 in family 5 Tth UDGb can
contribute to catalysis by activating/positioning a water molecule observed in the crystal
structure (7). Analogously, we suggest that N89 in family 4 Tth UDGa can activate/position
a water molecule for attacking the anomeric carbon (Fig. 3.3B). Overall, we propose an
SN1-like catalytic mechanism for the family 4 Tth UDGa, in which H155 stabilizes the
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uracil leaving group and N89 activates/positions a water molecule for attacking the
anomeric carbon (Fig. 3.3C).
To understand the structural and functional correlation between E41 and G42
positions in family 4 UDGa, we conducted molecular dynamics (MD) analysis. In the wild
type enzyme, the average hydrogen bond distances between the mainchain of E41Q and
O2 of uracil and between the sidechain of H155 and O2 of uracil are 3.26 Å and 2.86 Å,
respectively (Fig. 3.6A and 3.6E). The short distance between H155-NE2 to the O2 of
uracil is suggestive of a strong hydrogen bond. E41Q mutation increased the distances
between the O2 of uracil to the mainchain of E41Q and the sidechain of H155 to 3.38 Å
and 3.39 Å, respectively (Fig. 3.6B and 3.6F). This outcome would substantially weaken
the hydrogen bonds to O2, resulting in a large loss of UDG activity. The structural effect
caused by G42D mutation is more profound for the hydrogen bond distance between the
uracil and the E41 than that between the uracil and H155. The increases in average distance
are 4.12 Å and 3.03 Å, respectively (Fig. 3.6C and 3.6G). The concurrent change of E41Q
and G42D, however, shortens the hydrogen bond distances between O2 of uracil and the
mainchain of E41Q and between O2 of uracil and the sidechain of H155 to 3.27 Å and 2.91
Å, respectively (Fig. 3.6D and 3.6H). The molecular mechanics Poisson-Boltzmann
solvent accessible surface area (MM-PBSA) binding free energies were also performed
during MD analysis. The calculated energy differences ∆∆G between ground state and
transition state for wile type, E41Q, G42D, and E41Q/G42D are -0.91, 0.39, 0.02 and 0.87kj/mol, respectively. The binding free energy changes demonstrated that concurrent
change of E41Q and G42D could effectively enhance the TthUDGa/DNA complexes
interaction when compared to the single mutant E41Q or G42D, which agreed well with
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the k2/Km determined in enzyme kinetic analysis. (Table 3.3). The structural alignment of
the two important hydrogen bonds brought about by E41Q-G42D doublet is in line with
the large recovery of the lost UDG activity in single mutants (Table 3.3). These analyses
suggest that these two positions are intrinsically correlated and the EG doublet or the QD
doublet works in concert to exert its structural and functional impact on family UDGa.
In summary, this study reveals that family 4 UDGa is a narrow specificity but
robust uracil DNA glycosylase with a binding pocket evolved for accommodating a uracil
base. While both families 1 and 4 glycosylases use histidine-mediated transition state
stabilization for the cleavage of the N-glycosidic bond, they differ by how to

Figure 3.6 Interactions and two-dimensional scatter plots of the wild type and
mutant Tth UDGa proteins with O2 of uracil in the active site. Modeled
interactions with O2 of uracil in the active site of Tth UDGa-WT (A), Tth UDGa-E41Q (B),
Tth UDGa-G42D (C) and Tth UDGa-E41Q-G42D (D). dUMP is colored by atom type. Amino
acid residues in the active site of Tth UDGa are shown in licorice in program VMD. Twodimensional scatter plots of heavy atom distances between E41, H155 and uridine in Tth
UDGa-WT (E), Tth UDGa-E41Q (F), Tth UDGa-G42D (G) and Tth UDGa-E41Q-G42D (H).
The distances were obtained from MD trajectories in the modeled enzyme-DNA complexes.
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activate/position a water molecule for attacking the anomeric carbon. The correlation
between the E41 and the G42 positions underscores the importance of coevolution in the
divergence of UDG superfamily.
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CHAPTER FOUR

A NEW CLASS OF DEAMINATION REPAIR ENZYME IN URACIL DNA
GLYCOSYLASE SUPERFAMILY

I.

Abstract
Uracil DNA glycosylases plays an important role in repairing deaminated DNA

bases. Previous studies have identified six different families within UDG superfamily. Here,
we report a putative new UDG family from Streptococcus mutans and Methylobacterium
radiotolerans, with robust activities on xanthine-containing DNA. Mutational analysis
combined with molecular modeling and molecular dynamics analysis revealed that the new
group of UDG utilized multiple residues to specifically recognize xanthine and catalyze
the hydrolysis of N-glycosidic bond. Additional phylogenetic analysis indicated the new
group of enzymes formed a separate group within UDG superfamily. This study provides
new insights into the evolution and the catalytic mechanisms of UDG superfamily.
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II.

Introduction
DNA is vulnerable to chemical damage under normal or stressed conditions (1).

One of the common types of DNA base damage is deamination, including cytosine to uracil,
adenine to hypoxanthine, and guanine to xanthine, usually generated under nitrous stress
condition. Uracil DNA glycosylases (UDG) are a group of the enzymes to repair the
deaminated DNA bases (2). To date, six UDG families have been studied in the UDG
superfamily (3). Functionally, they are able to remove at least one of four kinds of
deaminated DNA bases, and most of them exhibit uracil DNA glycosylase activities except
family 6 hypoxanthine DNA glycosylase (HDG), which has no detectable uracil DNA
glycosylase activity. Structurally, they share secondary structure elements, including five
β-sheets and four α-helices. Family 1 UNG are first discovered in Escherichia coli and
characterized as a very efficient enzyme to repair uracil in both double-stranded DNA and
single-stranded DNA (4,5). Family 2 MUG/TDG is first found as a uracil DNA glycosylase
due to its activity on mismatched T/U, G/U and C/U base pairs, but identified as a xanthine
DNA glycosylase (XDG) in E. coli later (6). Family 3 SMUG1 is able to repair uracil from
double- and single-stranded DNA, however, detailed study of Geobacter metallireducens
SMUG1 and human SMUG1 revealed that the enzymes also possess xanthine DNA
glycosylase activity (7). Family 4 UDGa is found as uracil DNA glycosylases in several
hyperthermophilic bacterium (8,9). The preceding chapter provides experimental evidence
that family 4 UDGa is an exclusive uracil DNA glycosylase. Similar with family 4 UDGa,
family 5 UDGb is found in several hyperthermophilic bacterium, however, a detailed study
on UDGb from T. thermophilus demonstrated the enzyme have activities on hypoxanthineand xanthine-containing DNA as well (10). Different from other UDG families, the newly
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identified family 6 enzymes are hypoxanthine DNA glycosylase with minor xanthine DNA
glycosylase activity (3).
Streptococcus mutans genome contains an open reading frame with its protein
structure (PDB:3IKB) remotely related to known enzymes in UDG superfamily. Recent
phylogenetic analysis also indicates the existence of a new UDG family for UDG
superfamily, with a unique amino acid sequence “GQAPG” in motif 1 (11). However, the
biochemical properties of this group of enzymes have not been characterized. Here, we
report that the enzyme from S. mutans belongs to a new group of DNA glycosylases in the
UDG superfamily. Unlike previously known UDG families, enzymes from this new family
exhibit robust activity on all xanthine-containing DNA compared to its uracil and
hypoxanthine repair activity. Detailed mutagenesis analysis and molecular dynamics
analysis demonstrated that it possesses a unique active site to distinguish xanthine from
uracil and hypoxanthine. Based on its robust xanthine repair activity, special active site
architecture and phylogenetic analysis, we propose this class of UDG as family 7 xanthine
DNA glycosylase (XDG). The discovery of this new UDG family provides valuable
information about the mechanism of xanthine repair and evolution of UDG superfamily.
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III.

Experimental Procedures

Reagents, media, and strains
All routine chemical reagents were purchased from Sigma Chemicals (St. Louis,
MO), Fisher Scientific (Suwanee, GA), or VWR (Suwanee, GA). Restriction enzymes,
Phusion DNA polymerase, and T4 DNA ligase were purchased from New England Biolabs
(Beverly, MA). Bovine serum albumin and dNTPs were purchased from Promega
(Madison, WI). Gel DNA recovery Kit was purchased from Zymo Research (Irvine, CA).
Oligodeoxyribonucleotides were ordered from Integrated DNA Technologies Inc.
(Coralville, IA) and Eurofins Genomics (Huntsville, AL). Genomic DNA from
Streptococcus mutans UA159 and Methylobacterium radiotolerans were purchased from
ATCC. The LB medium was prepared according to standard recipes. Hi-Di Formamide
and GeneScan 500 LIZ dye Size Standard for ABI3130xl were purchased from Applied
Biosystems. The protein sonication buffer consisted of 20 mM Tris-HCl (pH7.5), 1 mM
ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) (pH8.0), 2.5 mM DTT, 0.15 mM PMSF, and 50
mM NaCl. The TE buffer consisted of 10 mM Tris-HCl (pH8.0) and 1 mM EDTA.
Cloning, Expression and Purification of Smu UDG and Mra UDG
The uracil DNA glycosylase gene from Streptococcus mutans (Smu UDG) (NCBI
Reference Sequence: WP_002263204.1) and Methylobacterium radiotolerans (Mra UDG)
(NCBI Reference Sequence: YP_001754430.1) was amplified by PCR using the forward
primer Smu-UDGF (5’-CCGGAATTCCGGATCCATGACAAGTCTTGAAGAAATT
ACC -3’ (BamHI)) and the reverse primer Smu-UDGR (5’-CCGCTCGAGTGATGA
TTGAATAATTTGCTG-3’ (XhoI)) for Smu DNA glycosylase and Mra-UDGF (5’AAAGGGGAACATATGCCCGCCTTCGACGACACCGCC -3’ (NdeI)) and Mra UDGR
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(5’-TGTGACGGATCCCCCCGCCATCACCCGCGCCACCTC-3’ (BamHI)) for Mra
DNA glycosylase. The PCR reaction mixture (20 μl) consisted 10 ng genomic DNA, 500
nM forward and reverse primers, 1x phusion polymerase buffer, 200 μM each dNTP and
0.2 unit of phusion polymerase (New England Biolabs). The PCR procedure included a
predenaturation step at 98°C for 30 s; 30 cycles of three-step amplification with each cycle
consisting of denaturation at 98°C for 15 s, annealing at 60°C for 15 s, and extension at
72°C for 20 s; and a final extension step at 72°C for 10 min. The PCR product was purified
and cloned into pET21a vector. The recombinant plasmid was confirmed by DNA
sequencing.
Site-directed mutagenesis was performed by using an overlapping extension PCR
procedure similarly as previously described (10). Taking the mutant Q42A as an example:
The first round of PCR was carried out using plasmid pET21a-Smu-UDG as template DNA
with

two

pairs

of

primers,

Smu-UDGF

and

Q42AR

(5’-GGCCTTAATT

CCCGGTGCCGCACCAACAATATTAATACG-3’) pair; Q42AF (5’-CGTATTAA
TATTGTTGGTGCGGCACCGGGAATTAAGGCC-3’) and Smu-UDGR pair. The PCR
products were electrophoresed on 1% agarose gel and the expected PCR fragments were
purified from gel slices by Gel DNA clean Kit. The second run of the PCR reaction mixture
(20 μl), which contained 1 μl of each of the first run PCR fragments, 200 μM dNTPs,
1×Phusion DNA polymerase buffer, and 0.2 units of Phusion DNA polymerase (New
England Biolabs), was initially carried out with a predenaturation step at 95 °C for 30 s; 5
cycles with each cycle of denaturation at 98 °C for 15 s, annealing at 60 °C for 15 s, and
extension at 72 °C for 30 s; and a final extension at 72 °C for 5 min. Afterward, 500 nM of
outside primers (Smu-UDGF and Smu-UDGR) was added to the above PCR reaction
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mixture. The subsequent overlapping PCR amplification included a predenaturation step
at 98 °C for 15 s; 30 cycles with each cycle of denaturation at 98 °C for 15 s, annealing at
60 °C for 15 s, and extension at 72°C for 30 s; and a final extension at 72°C for 10 min.
Subsequent molecular cloning procedures were performed as previously described. The
purified PCR products digested with a pair of BamHI and XhoI endonucleases were ligated
to the cloning vector pET21a treated with the same pair of restriction endonucleases. The
recombinant plasmids containing the desired mutations were confirmed by DNA
sequencing and transformed into E. coli host strain BH214 (ung-, mug-, nfi-).
Protein expression and purification were performed as previously described (7).
The pET21a-Smu-UDG or pET21a-Mra-UDG was transformed into E. coli strain BH214
[thr-1, ara-14, leuB6, tonA31, lacY1, tsx-78, galK2, galE2, dcm-6, hisG4, rpsL, xyl-5, mtl1, thi-1, ung-1, tyrA∷Tn10, mug∷Tn10, supE44, (DE3)] by the standard protocol to
express the C-terminal His-6-tagged protein. Briefly, the protein was induced by 0.5 mM
IPTG at 16 °C for 12h. After sonication and purification, fractions (300–400 mM imidazole,
60-80% chelating buffer B) containing the UDG protein as seen on 12.5% SDS-PAGE
were pooled and concentrated by Amicon YM-10 (Millipore). The concentration of Smu
UDG and Mra UDG protein was determined by SDS-PAGE analysis using bovine serum
albumin as a standard and confirmed by measuring absorption at A280. The protein was
stored in aliquots at -80 °C. Prior to use, the protein was diluted with 2 x storage buffer (20
mM Tris-HCl pH8.0, 2 mM DTT, 2 mM EDTA, 400 μg/ml BSA, 100% Glycerol).
Oligodeoxynucleotide substrates
Oligodeoxynucleotides containing deoxyuridine (U), deoxyinosine (I), or
deoxyxanthosine (X) were obtained or constructed as previously described. (7)
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DNA glycosylase activity assays
DNA glycosylase cleavage assays for Smu DNA glycosylase and Mra DNA
glycosylase were performed under optimized reaction conditions at 37°C in a 10 μl reaction
mixture containing indicated amount of oligonucleotide substrate, an indicated amount of
glycosylase, 20 mM Tris-HCl (pH7.6), 100 mM KCl, 1mM DTT, and 1 mM EDTA. The
resulting abasic sites were cleaved by incubation at 95 °C for 5 min after adding 0.5 μl of
1 M NaOH. Samples for ABI 3130xl sequencer (Applied Biosystems) were prepared by
mixing 0.5 μl of reaction mixture with 5 μl Hi-Di Formamide and 0.15 μl GeneScan 500
LIZ Size Standard, and loaded into ABI 3130xl and run with a fragment analysis module.
Cleavage products and remaining substrates were analyzed by Gene Mapper software.
Enzyme Kinetic Analysis
Uracil DNA glycosylase assay was performed at 37°C with 20 nM deaminated
substrates when enzyme is in excess. Enzyme concentration ranged from 100 nM to 3200
nM. Samples were collected at time point from 2s, 5s, 10s, 30s, 1 min, 2.5 min, 5 min, 10
min, 15 min, 25 min, 30 min, 40 min, and 60 min. The apparent rate constants for each
concentration were determined by curve fitting using the integrated first-order rate equation
[1]:
[1]
Where P is the product yield, Pmax is the maximal yield, t is time and kobs is apparent rate
constant.
The kinetic parameters k2 and Km were obtained from plots of kobs against enzyme
concentration ([E0]) using a standard hyperbolic kinetic expression with program
GraphPad 4.1 following the equation [2].(12)
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[2]

For some mutants with a large Km in which Km>> [E0], the kinetic parameter k2/Km
were obtained from plots of kobs against enzyme concentration ([E0]) using a linear
regression with program GraphPad 4.1 following the equation [3].(13)

[3]

Molecular modeling and molecular dynamics simulation
The crystal structure of family 7 UDG was acquired from the RCSB Protein Data
Bank (accession code 3IKB), and used as an enzyme model for subsequent computational
analysis. Structure of substrates DNA d(ATGTTGCBTTAGTCC), where the B was the
base to be flipped out of the helix, was extracted from the crystal structure of family 5
TthUDGb-DNA complex (PDB accession code 2DEM) (14) using the Swiss-Pdb Viewer
(SPDBV) program (15). The base complementary to Uridine, Inosine and Xanthosine were
systematically modified to guanine, thymine and cytosine, respectively. Mutants P84N of
family 7 UDG was also made using the mutation tool in Swiss-Pdb Viewer program. After
building the initial complex structures, an explicit solvent system using the TIP3P water
model was constructed in the CHARMM c35b6 molecular mechanics package (16). A total
of 2 ns equilibration and 3 ns production simulation were performed for each structural
analysis in NAMD program (17). A detailed description of the methods of molecular
dynamics simulation can be found in our previous work (18). Similarly, the modeled
structures of family 2 E. coli MUG and family 3 Gme SMUG1 was built as previously
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described (6,7). The snapshots were generated with the Visual Molecular Dynamics (VMD)
1.9.1 program (19).
Phylogenetic analysis
Proteins sequence alignment was generated by ClusteralW program with following
parameters for pairwise alignment: gap opening penalty, 10; gap extension penalty, 0.2.
The parameters for multiple alignment were as follows: gap opening penalty, 10; gap
extension penalty, 0.1. Other parameters were: protein weight matrix, Blosum; residuespecific penalties, on; hydrophilic penalties, on; gap separation distance, 4; end gap
separation, off. The resulting alignment was curated manually by comparing alignment
result from a structural based protein sequence alignment from PROMALS3D. The
phylogenetic tree was generated with a neighbor-joining algorithm within MEGA6
software package.
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IV.

Results

Repair activity of Smu DNA glycosylase
The structure of the putative DNA glycosylase from S. murans (PDB code 3IKB)
is similar to known UDG structures (Fig. 4.1), which is consistent with previous
phylogenetic analysis for UDG superfamily indicating a new putative UDG family (11).
Taking advantage of the available crystal structure, we modeled deaminated nucleotides
into the protein structure. The structural elements that may interact with deoxyxanthosine
are shown in Fig. 4.2A. BLAST search identified a group of proteins that are homologous
with the putative Smu DNA glycosylase (Fig. 4.2B). Within the three motifs that are critical
to the glycosylase function, some distinct differences were noted (Fig. 4.2B). As shown in
previous phylogenetic analysis, the first few amino acids in motif 1 in this putative new
class are “GQAP” instead of “GQDP” as seen in family 1 UNG. D64 in motif 1 in family
1 UNG is known for its role in water activation. Motif 3 is also unique in which it starts
with a Pro residue and ends with an Asp residue (Fig. 4.2B).
To study the potential DNA repair activity of this putative new class of UDG
enzymes, we first produced recombinant protein from a homologous gene in Streptococcus

Figure 4.1 Comparison of total protein structure of Smu DNA glycosylase and
other UDG enzymes. A. Smu DNA glycosylase (PDB: 3IKB). B. Family 1 UNG from
Human herpesvirus 1 (PDB: 1LAU). C. Family 4 UDGa from Thermus thermophiles (PDB:
1UI0). D. Family 5 UDGb from Thermus thermophiles (PDB: 2D3Y).
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mutans (Smu) and measured its enzymatic activities towards all twenty deaminated DNA
substrates under conditions in which enzyme was in ten-fold excess over substrate (Fig.
4.3). The putative Smu DNA glycosylase exhibited broad repair activity, as it excised
deaminated bases from uracil-, hypoxanthine- and the xanthine-containing DNA (Fig.
4.3C). Its uracil DNA glycosylase activity was higher with the C/U and the T/U base pairs
and lower with the G/U base pair (Fig. 4.3C). Low-level UDG activity was observed with
the single-stranded uracil substrate and the A/U base pair. Hypoxanthine DNA glycosylase
activity was also observed with all hypoxanthine-containing substrates. Xanthine DNA

Figure 4.2 Active site of Smu DNA glycosylase and sequence alignment of
UDG superfamily with homologous genes of Smu DNA glycosyalse. A. Active
site of Smu DNA glycosylase with xanthosine. Residues were subjected to mutational analysis
are labelled in dark. B. Sequence alignment of putative family UDG with UDG superfamily.
Homologous genes of Smu DNA glycosyalse (XDG): Ade, Aquamicrobium defluvii,
EXL01735.1; Hin, Haemophilus influenza, WP_005694076.1; Mra, Methylobacterium
radiotolerans JCM 2831, YP_001754430.1; Smu, Streptococcus mutans UA159,
NP_721617.1. Family 1 (UDG): Eco, E. coli, NP_289138. Family 2 (MUG/TDG): Eco, E. coli,
P0A9H1. Family 3 (SMUG1): Gme, G. metallireducens GS-15,YP_383069. Family 4 (UDGa):
Tth, T. thermophilus HB27. Family 5 (UDGb): Tth, T. thermophilus HB8, YP_144415.1.
Family 6 (HDG): Mba, Methanosarcina barkeri str. Fusaro, YP_304295.1.
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glycosylase activity was the highest but no oxanthine DNA glycosylase activity was
detectable under the assay conditions (Fig. 4.3C and data not shown). To verify the
glycosylase activity pattern of the new class of DNA glycosylase, another homologous
gene from Methylobacterium radiotolerans (Mra) was investigated (Fig. 4.3D). A similar
activity pattern was observed in the Mra DNA glycosylase with XDG activity being the
highest (Fig. 4.3D).
To more quantitatively define the catalytic efficiency towards different deaminated
DNA bases, kinetic parameters of the Smu DNA glycosylase were determined using the
G/U, T/I and C/X base pairs, which are three biologically relevant substrates. Since UDG
and HDG enzymatic activities are not high enough to allow us to use conventional steady
state kinetics method, we adopted a kinetic method which allow us to measure the kinetic
parameters under the condition that enzyme is in excess (12,13). As shown in Table 4.2,
the Smu DNA glycosyase was not very active towards G/U and T/I substrates. For the G/U
base pair, the k2 and Km values were 0.2 min-1 and 832 nM, respectively. For the T/I base
pair, the k2 and Km values were 0.64 min-1 and 629 nM, respectively. In contrast, the Smu
DNA glycosyase showed a more robust activity towards the C/X base pair. Time course
analysis indicated that kobs of Smu DNA glycosyalse towards the C/X base pair stayed
constant under different enzyme concentrations suggesting k2 towards C/X substrates is 3.2
min-1 (Fig. 4.4A and Table 4.2). Since the lowest enzyme concentration we used is 100 nM,
this result indicated the exact value of Km of Smu DNA glycosyalse towards C/X
containing substrates is smaller than 100 nM (if Km is around 100 nM, the curve should be
similar as Fig. 4.4B; If Km is much large than 1.6 μM, the curve should be similar as Fig.
4.4C). Compared to the G/U and the T/I base pairs, the Km value for the C/X base pair was
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Figure 4.3 Deaminated DNA repair activity in Smu DNA glycosyalse and Mra
DNA glycosyalse. A. chemical structures of deaminated DNA bases. B. sequences of uracil
(U)-, hypoxanthine (I)- and xanthine (X)-containing oligodeoxyribonucleotide substrates.
FAM, fluorophore. C. DNA glycosylase activity of Smu DNA glycosyalse on U-, I- and Xcontaining substrates. D. DNA glycosylase activity of Mra DNA glycosyalse on U-, I- and Xcontaining substrates. Cleavage reactions were performed as described under “Experimental
Procedures” with 100 nM enzyme and 10 nM substrate.
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at least several-fold smaller and the k2 value was sixteen-fold and five-fold greater,
resulting in a k2/Km value that was two orders and one order of magnitude greater than the
G/U base pair and the T/I base pair, respectively (Table 4.2).
Table 4.1 Glycosylase activitiy of Smu DNA glycosylase on deaminated
substrates a

Mutagenesis analysis of Smu UDG
To identify the amino acid residues that are important for enzymatic activity in the
Smu DNA glycosylase, we took the advantage of the available crystal structure (PDB code
3IKB). Although there is no substrate or product within the protein structure, the highly
conserved structural fold in the UDG superfamily helped us locate the active site of the

Figure 4.4 Representative kinetics analysis of the wild type and mutant Smu
DNA glycosylase. See Materials and Methods for details. A. Smu DNA glycosylase-WT. B.
Smu DNA glycosylase-H161A. C. Smu DNA glycosylase-A43D.
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Smu DNA glycosylase. A modeled structure of the enzyme with xanthine-containing DNA
was constructed. This modeled structure defined a putative damaged base binding pocket
and hinted at potential critical catalytic residues (Fig. 4.2A). To test the roles of these
residues for the enzymatic activity, Q42 was substituted with Ala, Glu and Ile; A43 with
Asp and Asn; W55 with Ala and Phe; D57 with Ala; P84 with Ala and Asn; D97 with Ala,
and H161 with Ala.
The DNA glycosylase activity of these mutants was first examined under the
condition that enzyme was in ten-fold excess over substrate (Table 4.1). Afterwards, a more
detailed kinetics analysis was performed on Q42A, A43D, W55A, D57A, P84N, D97A
and H161A (Table 4.2). For the Q42 position, substitution of Gln with Ala, Glu and Ile
significantly reduced the glycosylase activity on all uracil, hypoxanthine and xanthine
substrates (Table 4.1). Kinetic analysis showed that substitution of Q42 with Ala caused
an increase of Km to 255 nM, a five-fold decrease of k2 to 0.61 per min, resulting in a more
than thirteen-fold reduction in k2/Km value towards the C/X base pair, as compared to wildtype enzyme (Table 4.2). For the A43 position, substitution of Ala with Asp and Asn also
caused a dramatic reduction of glycosylase activity (Tables 4.1 and 4.2). A43D completely
lost uracil and hypoxanthine activities and only kept very low-level activity on xanthine
substrates. Kinetic analysis indicated that the k2/Km value for A43D mutant on the C/X base
pair was three orders of magnitude lower than that for the wild type enzyme. For the W55
position, substitution of Trp with Ala had a profound effect on the glycosylase activity for
all the substrates while W55F still maintained similar level of UDG, HDG and XDG
activity compared to wild type (Table 4.1). These results indicate that the aromatic ring
that stacks on the deaminated uracil, hypoxanthine and xanthine base is important for the
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Table 4.2 Kinetic constants of Smu
glycosylase on deaminated substrates a

DNA

glycosylase activity. Correspondingly, the kinetic analysis showed a large increase in Km
and thirty-two-fold decrease in k2, resulting in a two orders of magnitude lower k2/Km value
as compared with the wild type enzyme (Table 4.2). D57A mutant still retained some
activities on uracil substrates but the HDG and XDG activity was significantly reduced
(Table 4.1). Kinetic analysis revealed that D57A mutation had a profound effect on k2,
causing a four-hundred-fold reduction on k2/Km (Table 4.2). For the P84 position, P84A
mutant still retained significant glycosylase activity. However, P84N mutant showed an
interesting differentiating effect on pyrimidine and purine deaminated bases. Whereas the
HDG and XDG activity was reduced, the UDG activity was increased (Table 4.1). The
increase in the UDG activity on the G/U base pair can be attributed to a three-fold reduction
in Km and fourteen-fold increase in k2, resulting in a forty-four-fold increase in k2/Km (Table
4.2). The most dramatic change occurred at D97 position as the D97A substitution
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completely eliminated all DNA glycosylase activity (Table 4.1). No glycosylase activity
was detected even when the enzyme concentration was increased by ten-fold (data not
shown). At the H161 position, H161A mutation reduced all glycosylase activity with the
UDG, and HDG activity was not detectable under the assay conditions (Table 4.1). The k2
value and k2/Km value for the C/X base pair were reduced to thirty-fold and forty-five-fold,
respectively (Table 4.2).
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V.

Discussion

Deaminated base binding pocket
Many DNA repair enzymes including enzymes in the UDG superfamily use a base
flipping mechanism to recognize damaged DNA bases. The broad deaminated base repair
activity in Smu DNA glycosylase indicates that base binding pocket of the enzyme can
accommodate uracil, hypoxanthine and xanthine. Molecular modeling coupled with
mutational and enzyme kinetic analyses allow us to define how different bases are
accommodated in the binding pocket. Similar to other family enzymes in the superfamily,
Smu DNA glycosylase adopts several key structural elements in motifs 1, 2 and 3 to bind
to deaminated bases (Fig 4.5A, 4.5C and 4.5D).

Figure 4.5 Modeled structure of Smu DNA glycosylase wild type and P84N
with U, I, and X. The protein structure is shown in the background in white. U, I and X is
colored by atom type. Amino acid residues in the active site of Smu DNA glycosylase are
shown in licorice in program VMD. A. Smu DNA glycosylase wild type with U. B. Smu DNA
glycosylase P84N with U. C. Smu DNA glycosylase wild type with I. D. Smu DNA glycosylase
with X.
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For a uracil base, interactions to O2 of uracil are provided by Q42 in motif 1 and
H161 in motif 2 (Fig. 4.5A). However, the typical interactions with N3 and O4 of uracil
provided by Asn residue in motif 3 is occupied by P84 in Smu DNA glycosylase (Fig. 4.2B
and 4.5A). In family 1 UNG, the sidechain of this Asn residue in motif 3 forms bidentate
hydrogen bonds to N3 and O4 of uracil, locking the uracil in the binding pocket (20-22).
The lack of the interactions may underlie the relatively higher Km value for the G/U base
pair as compared with the T/I and the C/X base pairs (Table 4.2). On the other hand, when
the P84 is substituted by an Asn residue, we indeed observed significant gain of UDG
activity while the HDG and XDG activity declined (Tables 4.1 and 4.2). Molecular
modeling analysis suggests that the P84N mutant enabled the Smu DNA glycosylase to
form the bidentate hydrogen bonds with N3 and O4 of uracil (Fig. 4.5B). As a result, the
Km value for the G/U base pair was reduced by three-fold and the k2 value was increased
by fourteen-fold. In a recent study, we showed that the K68N substitution in family 2 E.
coli MUG substantially enhances the UDG activity by reducing the Km and greatly
increasing the single turnover rate constant (manuscript under review). Similar
phenomenon is also seen in family 5 Tth UDGb when the A111 in the equivalent position
is replaced with an Asn. These results suggest that enzymes in different families in the
UDG superfamily use this common mechanism to enhance the UDG activity.
For the hypoxanthine base, the N3 interaction is provided by the mainchain of Q42
and the sidechain of H161 (Fig. 4.5C). In contrast, the mainchain of Q42 and the sidechain
of H161 might form hydrogen bonds with O2 of xanthine instead of N3 of xanthine (Fig.
4.5D). The N7 moiety in the purines is an important contact for recognition and catalysis
(6,7,10,23). In family 2 E. coli MUG, the contact to N7 of xanthine is provided by S23 in
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motif 2 (6). In family 3 SMUG1 from Geobacter metallireducens (Gme), the same contact
is provided by the mainchain of M64 (7). In family 5 Tth UDGb, the N7 interaction appears
to be mediated by a bridging water molecule that is coordinated by a protonated sidechain
of D75 and other residues (10). In the modeled Smu DNA glycosylase structure complexed
with hypoxanthine and xanthine, D57 is within the distance to interact with N7 of
hypoxanthine and xanthine by a bridging water molecule (5.77 Å and 5.88 Å, respectively)
(Fig. 4.5C and 4.5D). Interestingly, these amino acid residues that interact with N7 of a
purine base are located in different secondary structures in motif 1 (Fig. 4.6). S23 in family
2 E. coli MUG and M64 in family 3 Gme SMUG1 are located in the first helix in the motif
1 (Fig. 4.6A-4.6B). On the other hand, D75 in family 5 Tth UDGb and D57 in Smu DNA
glycosylase are located in the second helix, presumably interacting with the N7 via a
bridging water (Fig. 4.6C-4.6D). These arrangements suggest that there are multiple ways
to interact with the N7 within the secondary structural framework in motif 1.
Regardless of the deaminated bases, loss of base stacking by mutations in W55
would significantly compromise the glycosylase activity by affecting the Km and k2 (Tables
4.1 and 4.2). In several family 1 UNG crystal structures solved to date, the highly conserved
Phe residue can stack with the uracil base parallel (24-27). This face to face stacking bents
the N-glycoside bond nearly 90° in order to bring the O2 of uracil to hydrogen bond
distance with the highly conserved His residue in motif 2 (H161 in Smu DNA glycosylase)
for catalysis. The highly conserved nature of this aromatic residue across different families
suggests that this is a common approach to facilitate base recognition and catalysis in the
UDG superfamily.
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Figure 4.6 Comparison of interactions of UDG families with N7 of xanthine.
A. Modeled family 2 Eco MUG structure (PDB: 1MUG) complexed with xanthine. B. Modeled
family 3 Gme SMUG1 structure complexed with xanthine. C. Modeled family 5 Tth UDGb
structure complexed with xanthine (PDB: 2DEM). D. Modeled Smu DNA glycosylase structure
(PDB: 3IKB) complexed with xanthine.

Catalytic mechanism
A common theme in the hydrolysis of N-glycosidic bonds is that an oxacarbenium
ion intermediate is formed in the transition state (28,29). The catalytic power to accelerate
the hydrolysis reaction comes from a combination of activation of the leaving group,
stabilization of the oxacarbenium ion, and activation of water as a nucleophile. To remove
uracil from DNA, UDG relies more on O2 leaving group activation (30-34). To remove
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purine from DNA, enzymes relies on N3, O2 and N7 leaving group activation and
activation of water attack (10,35-39). Smu DNA glycosylase appears to use multiple
structural elements to catalyze the hydrolysis of the glycosidic bond. As described above,
Q42 and H161 contribute to catalysis by interacting with the O2 of uracil, N3 of
hypoxanthine, and O2 of xanthine (Fig. 4.7). These interactions promote the formation of
oxacarbenium ion intermediate by stabilizing the deaminated base leaving group (Fig. 4.5
and Fig. 4.7). Molecular dynamics analysis was carried out with uracil-, hypoxanthineand xanthine-containing DNA (Fig. 4.8). The interactions between the O2 of uracil and
Q42 and H161 of Smu DNA glycosylase appeared weak, with an average distance of 4.94
Å and 3.57 Å, respectively (Fig. 4.8A). These weak interactions may account for the low
UDG activity (Table 4.2). Likewise, the weak hydrogen bonds to the N3 of hypoxanthine
explains the relatively low HDG activity (Fig. 4.8B and Table 4.2). On the other hand, the
MD analysis suggests that the mainchain of Q42 and the sidechain of H161 of Smu DNA
glycosylase is capable of forming strong hydrogen bonds with the O2 of xanthine with an
average distance of 2.79 Å and 2.95 Å, respectively (Fig. 4.8C). These short distance

Figure 4.7 Chemical illustration of interaction between Smu DNA glycosylase
and deaminated bases. A. chemical illustration of Smu DNA glycosylase -U interactions.
B. chemical illustration of Smu DNA glycosylase -I interactions. C. chemical illustration of
Smu DNA glycosylase -X interactions.
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hydrogen bonds could promote the departure of the xanthine leaving group, contributing
to a robust XDG activity (Table 4.2).
Protonation of N7 of purine has been suggested as a general catalytic mechanism
to remove damaged purine base from DNA (10,35-39). As mentioned above, D57 is
proposed to play this important role (Fig. 4.7). As shown in the modeled structures and the
MD analysis, D57 can interact with O4 of uracil, N7 of hypoxanthine and N7 of xanthine
through a bridging water molecule (Fig. 4.6A, 4.6C-D and Fig. 4.8D-F). Kinetics analysis
indicates that D75A substitution has a large effect on k2 towards C/X substrates (Table 4.2).
These results underscore the role of N7 interaction in catalysis.
Activation of water molecule is another important step to remove the deaminated
DNA base by UDG (21,30,33). It is suggested that different UDG families adopts different

Figure 4.8 Two-dimensional scatter plots of heavy atom distances in the active
site of enzyme-DNA complexes obtained from MD trajectories. A. distances for
interactions between Q42, H161 and uridine. B. distances for interactions between Q42, H161
and inosine. C. distances for interactions between Q42, H161 and xanthosine. D. distances for
interactions between D97, D57 and uridine. E. distances for interactions between D97, D57 and
inosine. F. distances for interactions between D97, D57 and xanthosine.
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ways to activate water molecule (10). D64 in family 1 E. coli UNG, N18 in family 2 E. coli
MUG and N58 in family 3 Gme SMUG1 are important for catalysis by activating a water
molecule for the nucleophilic attack on the C1’ anomeric carbon (7,24,27,30,40,41). On
the other hand, the role of water activation/positioning is played by the last Asn residue in
motif 3 in families 4 and 5 enzymes (10,42) (also see chapter 3). A particularly interesting

Figure 4.9 Comparison of Smu DNA glycosylase-D97 with Family 4 Tth
UDGa-N89 and Family 5 Tth UDGb-N120. A. superimposition of modeled Smu DNA
glycosylase-U structure (PDB: 3IKB, green, D97 is shown in purple) with Tth UDGa structure
(PDB: 1UI0, N89 is shown in tan). B. close-up view of Smu DNA glycosylase-D97 and Tth
UDGa-N89 using the same coloring scheme described in A. C. superimposition of modeled
Smu DNA glycosylase-X structure (PDB: 3IKB, green, D97 is shown in purple) with Tth
UDGb structure (PDB: 2DEM, N120 is shown in orange). D. close-up view of Smu DNA
glycosylase-D97 and Tth UDGb-N120 using the same coloring scheme described in C.
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structural element that makes a profound contribution to the hydrolysis of the N-glycosidic
bond in Smu DNA glycosylase is D97 in motif 3. This residue is located on the opposite
site of the deaminated base below the deoxyribose (Fig. 4.5). Superimposition with family
4 Tth UDGa and family 5 Tth UDGb indicates that D97 can play a similar role in water
activation/positioning (Fig. 4.9). A distinct difference is that the mutational effect by
substituting D97 in Smu DNA glycosylase is more severe as D97A becomes completely
inactive in UDG, HDG and XDG activity (Tables 4.1-4.2). Besides, mainchain oxygen of
A43 also showed a close localization towards the N-glycosidic bond and side chain of D97
(data not shown). Considering the dramatic effect caused by mutating A43 (Table 4.1 and
table 4.2), this residue might be able to aid D97 to coordinate water molecule as similar as
the A59 in family 5 Tth UDGb (the equivalent position of A43 in Smu DNA glycosylase)
(42). These results suggest that water activation/positioning by D97 and A43 plays a
critical role in catalysis. Thus, combined with leaving group activation provided by Q42,
H161 and D57, Smu DNA glycosylase appears to rely on a SN2-type mechanism for the
hydrolysis of the N-glycosidic bond especially for a deaminated purine base (Fig. 4.7)
A new family
Smu DNA glycosylase represent a new class of enzymes that is structurally
homologous to families in the UDG superfamily but presents its distinct DNA repair and
catalytic features. To understand its evolutionary relationship with other families, a
phylogenetic analysis was performed. As shown in Fig. 4.10, this new class of enzymes
establishes a distinct group within the UDG superfamily. We designate this new class of
enzymes as family 7 XDG. As such, the UDG superfamily now has seven families with
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Figure 4.10 Phylogenetic analysis of UDG superfamily. Family 7 (XDG): Ade,
Aquamicrobium defluvii, EXL01735.1; Hin, Haemophilus influenza, WP_005694076.1; Mra,
Methylobacterium radiotolerans JCM 2831, YP_001754430.1; Smu, Streptococcus mutans
UA159, NP_721617.1. Family 1 (UDG): Eco, E. coli, NP_289138; Hin, Haemophilus
influenzae KR494, YP_008544610.1; Mtu, Mycobacterium tuberculosis, WP_003908950.1;
Hsa, H. sapiens, NP_003353. Family 2 (MUG/TDG): Eco, E. coli, P0A9H1; Spo, S. pombe,
O59825; Hsa, H. sapiens, NP_003202; Mmu, Mus musculus, XP_003945901.1. Family 3
(SMUG1): Gme, G. metallireducens GS-15,YP_383069; Hsa, Homo sapiens, NP_055126;
Mmu, Mus musculus, NP_082161; Dme, Drosophila melanogaster, NP_650609.1. Family 4
(UDGa): Tth, T. thermophilus HB27, YP_004341.1. ; Pae, P. aerophilum str.IM2,
NP_558739.1; Gme, Geobacter metallireducens GS-15, YP_006721625.1; Mba,
Methanosarcina barkeri str. Fusaro, YP_305330.1. Family 5 (UDGb): Tth, T. thermophilus
HB8, YP_144415.1; Pae, P. aerophilum str. IM2, NP_559226; Tvo, Thermoplasma volcanium
GSS1, NP_111346.1; Mtu, M. tuberculosis H37Rv, P64785 (Rv1259). Family 6 (HDG): Bph,
Burkholderia phymatum STM815, YP_001858334.1; Mba, Methanosarcina barkeri str.
Fusaro, YP_304295.1; Rco, Ricinus communis, XP_002536323.1; Ehi, Entamoeba histolytica
HM-1:IMSS, XP_655177.1.
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diverse DNA repair activities. This study illustrates the evolutionary potential of the
glycosylases in the UDG superfamily to offer functional and catalytic diversity.
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CHAPTER FIVE
RESEARCH SIGNIFICANCE AND CONCLUDING REMARKS
Cells are constantly attacked by endogenous and exogenous factors (1-3).To
maintain the genome integrity, BER repair pathway is essential to remove the deaminated
bases from DNA (2-5). As the enzyme initiating the BER repair pathway, members in UDG
superfamily play a critical role in deaminated DNA base recognition and removal (5-9). In
this study, the specificities of several enzymes from different UDG families are
investigated and their catalytic mechanisms are illustrated.
Family 5 UDGb was first identified as a UDG and HDG (10,11). It can play an antimutation role in several organisms (12). In this work, we show that family 5 UDGb from
Thermus thermophilus is also a xanthine DNA glycosyalse. In addition, several amino
acids are identified to be important for its enzymatic activities. Although its UDG activity
mainly depends on the leaving group activation mediated by O2 of uracil and H190, family
5 Tth UDGb combines leaving group activation by H190 and D75 with a nucleophile
activation by N120 to expand its DNA repair capacity to deaminated purine bases. As such,
this work on family 5 UDGb illustrate a specific catalytic strategy adopted by UDG to
broaden its specificity (13).
In this study, family 4 UDGa has been identified to be an exclusive UDG.
Consistent with previous studies, family 4 UDGa from Thermus thermophilus possesses
robust activities on all uracil containing substrates (8). Further enzymatic analysis and
structural modeling analysis identified a specific binding pocket for uracil. A catalytic
mechanism including leaving group activation by interaction between O2 of uracil and
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H155 and nucleophile activation by N89 is proposed. Most importantly, the concurrent
change of E41Q and G42D is found to be able to restore the enzymatic activities compared
to single mutants, suggesting that these two positions are structurally and functionally
correlated. This study provide insights into how family 4 UDGa specifically recognizes
and removes uracil from DNA.
Based on sequence and structural similarity, we found a putative new UDG family
from Streptococcus mutans and Methylobacterium radiotolerans with robust activities on
xanthine-containing DNA substrates. Detailed kinetic and structural analysis revealed that
enzymes from Streptococcus mutans can specifically recognize xanthine by interacting O2
of xanthine with H161 and Q42. The structural comparison of family 5 UDGb with this
putative family UDG suggests that a similar nucleophile activation approach is adopted by
these two different group of enzymes. Further structural comparison within UDG
superfamily suggests that several UDG families utilize a similar strategy to interact with
N7 of deaminated purine. This study shed on light how different UDG families broaden
their specificity to purine by using a similar catalytic mechanism.
In summary, different families in UDG superfamily adopt different residues to
initiate leaving group activation and water activation. In the future, one interesting question
is whether this difference is the cause of different enzyme activities towards different
deaminated DNA bases. For example, enzymes from family 2 TDG/MUG utilize a highly
conserved asparagine to activate water molecule within the motif 1 of UDG superfamily.
In contrast, enzymes from family 6 HDG use a highly conserved aspartic acid within the
motif 3 of UDG superfamily. Considering the dramatic different enzyme activities between
family 2 enzymes and family 6 enzymes, it would be interesting to substitute the catalytic
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residue of family 6 enzymes with the catalytic residue of family 2 enzymes, to see whether
this alternation would expand substrate specificity of family 6 enzymes. Another
interesting topic about UDG superfamily is whether there are more residues correlated with
each other. In chapter 3, we found E41 and G42 are highly correlated within family 4 Tth
UDGa. In the future, we hope to use multiple bioinformatics tools combined with our
current biochemical system to identify more correlated residues within the UDG
superfamily.
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